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INTRODUCTION
1. Following prior practice this report will not be confined to 
matters occurring within the judicial year ending June 30, 1963. It 
will include comments on important developments which occurred 
while the annual statistics were being assembled and this report 
drafted. The practice is particularly appropriate this year, because 
much that was expected to occur in the legislature prior to June 30 
was not acted on until shortly before the unusually late November 
prorogation. Another aspect of that late prorogation was the effect 
it had on the work of the executive secretary. There is neither 
statutory nor judicial mandate requiring that he concern himself 
with the legislative process. However, while the legislature is in 
session he finds himself constantly involved with the legislative and 
the executive branches on proposed legislation affecting court organ­
ization and court procedure. This results in extremely interesting 
and pleasant contacts with legislators and their counsel and with the 
Governor’s advisers, at various stages of the legislative process. 
Nevertheless, it does consume time, not only in attendance at com­
mittee hearings, and in following bills thereafter, but in research 
and the preparation of memoranda on technical aspects of pending 
or enacted measures.
THE SALARY REVISIONS
2. Probably the most important legislative development of the 
past judicial year affecting the administration of justice in Massa­
chusetts was the long-awaited revision of salaries in the judicial 
branch. I t accompanied revisions in the executive and legislative 
branches as well. In the judicial branch not only judges were 
affected, but also the office of the executive secretary, and the 
clerks, assistant clerks, probation officers, court officers and the 
secretarial and clerical staffs. Salaries for some of these positions 
had already been increased in recent years, including salaries for 
full-time District Court judges and Probate judges, but the salaries 
of judges in the top courts, i.e., the Supreme Judicial Court, the 
Superior Court, and the Land Court had not been increased since 
1955. Comparisons of the treatment of the top offices in the judicial 
branch will be more realistic therefore, if we tabulate the various 
salaries as they stood in 1954, and as we enter 1964 with interim 
changes. The subject is important not only to the persons involved, 
but it has serious implications involving the common weal.
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J u dges’ Salary C hart
1954 1955 1958 1960 1961 1963
Supreme Judicial Court1. . ..  $18,500 §22,000 $ $ $ $27,000
Superior Court1................... 16,000 19,000 24,000
Land Court......................... 16,000 19,000 24,000
Probate Court1...................  14,500 16,000 18,000 21,000
(Major Counties)2
District Court1...................  12,000 14,000 16,000 20,000
(full-time)
1 The Chief Ju stice  (in th e  P ro b a te  C ou rt, th e  “ Chief Ju d g e”) receives S I,000 add itiona l sa la ry . 
! F or P ro b a te  judges' salaries in  o th e r counties, see parag rap h  66.
“ . . .  It is, therefore, not only the best policy, but for the security 
of the rights of the people, and of every citizen, that the judges of 
the supreme judicial court should hold their office as long as they 
behave themselves well; and that they should have honorable 
salaries ascertained and established by standing laws.” (From 
Article 29, Massachusetts Declaration of Rights, 1780.)
3. The legislature voted substantial salary increases at almost 
every level in the state service including the positions in the judicial 
branch. Generally speaking there was satisfaction with what was 
done. It is not surprising, however, that inequities resulted, in that 
in some categories all that had ever been recommended was granted, 
while in others substantially less than the increase recommended 
was voted. The seven justices of the Supreme Judicial Court were 
the victims of such an inequity. They received 62.5% of the increase 
recommended. The Superior Court and Land Court received 
83.33%, and the District Courts and Probate Courts, which had 
enjoyed interim increases in the 10-year span got 100%! The only 
explanation given was that “any man should be satisfied with a 
$5,000 raise.” This kind of superficial reasoning may appeal to the 
casual listener, but it is nevertheless superficial. There is no reason 
why any man should be so satisfied when he knows that on the 
merits of the case he should receive an overdue $8,000 raise recom­
mended by people of competence who had studied the matter 
thoroughly. This is particularly true when the total difference in 
dollars is $21,000 a year in an annual budget of close to $600,000,000,
i.e., a small fraction of a mil in the tax dollar. It is reasonable to 
assume that if the justices of the Supreme Judicial Court were in 
practice, they would be in that top echelon which a recent Boston 
survey showed earned in excess of $45,000 net from the practice of 
law. Indeed, most of them would be in a six-figure bracket.
4. The justices of the Supreme Judicial Court would not permit 
anyone to lobby their cause. Moreover, it had been adequately
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presented in the so-called “Griswold Report,” H. D. 3535 of 1962 
and again in the “Healey Committee Report” which resulted in the 
Governor’s message (H. 3542) in 1963. There was, I believe, no 
debate on this phase of the subject. Another aspect is the excellent 
record of this court in view of the workload it disposes of so expedi­
tiously. There are thirteen states in the union having a population 
of over four million people. Massachusetts is one of them. It and 
North Carolina are the only two out of the thirteen that do not have 
an intermediate appellate court between the major trial courts and 
the Supreme Court. In Massachusetts we have a three-judge 
federal court of appeals. The workload of its judges is considerably 
lighter than that of the justices of our Supreme Judicial Court. It 
seems most likely that the present Congress will increase the salaries 
of court of appeals judges to $40,000 or close to it. If we want able 
men as judges, we should pay them honorable salaries not next 
year, but now. For the foregoing reasons, and in the light of the 
magnitude of the task with which the legislative leaders were faced 
in making increases in a wide variety of positions in the executive 
branch as well, it is to be hoped that among the inevitable adjust­
ments which will have to be made at the 1964 or 1965 legislative 
sessions, this will be one. In any event, what is said herein should 
not be interpreted as spleenish criticism of the legislature, of the 
kind to which it has too often been subjected in the past.
THE TRANSFER AND REMAND STATUTE
5. In the five judicial years ending June 30, 1959-1963, the 
District Courts received by transfer or remand from the Superior 
Court over 33,000 cases, most of them within the past two years. 
Less than 6,300 of these were still pending June 30, 1963, some 
because of military affidavits or other paralyzing factor, and some 
because of recent transfer. Of the other 27,000 cases the District 
Courts finally disposed of almost 88% by trial or otherwise, and 
only slightly over 12% were retransferred to the Superior Court 
after trial. Only a fraction of the latter are ever tried to a verdict 
in the Superior Court.
6. The statute in its present form has not been in operation long 
enough for complete significant statistics to be developed on their 
fate after return to the Superior Court. We do have statistics this 
year, however, pertaining to such of these second trial cases as were 
sent to trial sessions in the fourteen counties. These statistics, 
however, include also cases that had come back from the Municipal 
Court of the City of Boston. In the five-year period the Boston 
court received 9,231 cases of which only 1,405 remained June 30,
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1963. Of the 7,826 disposed of, 15% were retransferred to the 
Superior Court. Our statistics from special questions answered by 
fourteen county clerks show that of the retransferred cases from 
both the District Courts and the Boston court 342 were sent to 
jury sessions in the year ending June 30, 1963. 134 of these were 
settled before trial and 36 during trial, and 167 were tried to a 
verdict. Of course, many were settled after retransfer and before 
being sent to a jury session. In the light of these figures it cannot 
yet be said that the transfer and remand statute is not a success. 
On the other hand, the number of cases actually tried to a finding 
in the lower courts was 11,315 in the five-year period and those 
retransferred to the Superior Court numbered 4,457, or over 39%r 
of the cases tried. The known fact that possibly as high as 40 to 
50% of that 39% will never start trial in the Superior Court does 
not assuage the bitterness of those who insist that double trial 
devices are an infringement on the constitutional right to a jury 
trial, and that less than $2,000 is involved is no excuse for infringe­
ment. Those who, like the writer, feel that the transfer and remand 
system is not only constitutional but that its advantages outweigh 
its disadvantages will urge that at least two more years without 
change should be allowed so that adequate statistics can be de­
veloped to facilitate more comprehensive appraisal of this device. 
The District Courts and the Boston Municipal Court have per­
formed well under this statute. It must also be remembered that 
this past judicial year was the first full year under the $2,000 critical 
ceiling. Obviously with more at stake there is a higher percentage 
of retransfers after trial,2 but when the fate of those cases retrans­
ferred and tried again is analyzed and the results become known at 
the bar, there should be a decline in retransfers. Last year we had 
the benefit of a special study of 90 retransferred cases sent to 
Superior Court sessions. It showed that in over half there was no 
change in the Superior Court.
7. In the year for which I am now reporting the clerk’s office 
made a similar study of 63 retransferred cases sent to trial sessions 
in Suffolk County during the judicial year ending June 30, 1963. In 
11 of the 63 defendant’s findings below were affirmed in the Superior 
Court, and in six others findings for the plaintiff remained unchanged 
in amount in the Superior Court. (Of the last six only one involved 
a finding or verdict above $500.) In four others after defendant 
findings below, the plaintiff either discontinued or took a nonsuit in 
the Superior Court. There were 12 cases in which there were re-
1 In his rep o rt for th e  yea r 1959 m y predecessor, J o h n  D aly , p red ic ted  a  30%  re tran sfe r ra te  w hen the  
critical figure was only 81,000. H e p robab ly  would have p red ic ted  h igher th a n  40%  w ith  a  82,000 critical 
figure. Therefore, th e  39%  ra te  of re tran sfe r can n o t be  called surprising .
2 This is readily  ap p a re n t from  th e  cu rren t y e a r’s figures in  th e  D is tr ic t C o u rt s ta tis tic s  in  A ppendix I I I ,  
indicating a  47.8%  ra te .
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versals in the Superior Court. Of the 12 there were five motor 
vehicle tort cases in which defendant’s findings in the lower court 
became plaintiff’s verdicts in the Superior Court, but not one 
exceeded $800. Also in the 12 were four motor vehicle tort cases in 
wdiich lower court findings of between $700 and $850 resulted in 
defendant’s verdicts in the Superior Court. The other three cases 
in the 12, two public liability tort and one contract, were cases in 
which defendant’s findings were reversed in the Superior Court, 
with only one exceeding $1,000.
8. Of the other 30 cases in the 63, 16 were settled before trial in 
the Superior Court and ten settled during trial. Of these 26, in 18 
there had been plaintiff’s findings below. Of these 18 only three 
involved over $2,000 and ten involved less than $800. Of the other 
eight in the 26, i.e., the eight in which there had been defendant’s 
findings below, half were settled before trial and half during trial.
9. This leaves only four cases out of the 63 to account for. In 
one of those, a motor vehicle tort finding of $1,885 was cut to $650 
in the Superior Court, another of $668 was increased $30, a public 
liability tort finding of $452 was increased to $800, and a $7,500 
assault and battery finding increased to $12,000.
10. All of this seems to indicate that retrial in the Superior Court 
of a case transferred to and tried in the District Court is very rarely 
of any substantial use to the party disappointed below, and that 
generally the cost to the public for the second trial alone is greater 
than the amount involved in the case.
11. In the ordinary case in the District Courts or the Boston 
Municipal Court a case transferred or remanded from the Superior 
Court should be tried and back in the Superior Court within six 
months if it is coming back at all. Therefore, there should be no 
county in which the fact of transfer or remand should cause the 
average case to be delayed in being reached for trial in the Superior 
Court. The significant aspect of the transfer and remand system in 
its effect on Superior Court trial sessions is treated with in the para­
graphs on Court Congestion.
THE AUDITOR SYSTEM
12. In Suffolk County during the four calendar years 1960-1963 
auditor reports were filed in 6,386 cases. We know from experience 
that a great many of these reports are merely formal recitations of 
settlements, some effected before any evidence is taken, and some 
after only one witness has been heard. More significant is the fact
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that in less than a third, 2,066I cases, were reservations insisting on 
jury trial filed under Rule 88. The disposition of these cases is 
important.2 A spot check study of cases from an earlier period made 
by my predecessor indicated that less than half would start a jury 
trial. Our state-wide figures for 1963, hereinafter referred to, do 
not go quite far enough to bear on this phase. They deal only with 
cases sent out to trial sessions. Obviously, between the filing of 
reservations under Rule 88 and the sending of the case to a jury 
trial session, there is a substantial attrition. By this stage it has 
become clear that the case is a contentious case, not amenable to the 
ordinary attractions of reasonable compromise. If at this stage the 
case can be disposed of by settlement without any or with minimal 
consumption of the time of the jury trial session,3 the value of the 
auditor system as a substitute (and that is all it has ever been 
represented to be) may become more apparent. However, I cannot 
emphasize too much its value at the very outset of the process as a 
substitute for a jury session in which an early trial is imminent. It 
brings the litigants to the brink of combat and triggers settlement. 
To say that these cases would be settled anyway is misleading. 
Perhaps they would be sometime, but the process is accelerated 
under the auditor system as to these cases at least by imminency of 
trial in a proximate hearing room while the case is still many months 
short of an opportunity to get into a jury session.
13. I return to the cases in which there is insistence on a jury 
trial after the auditor’s report is filed. The annual average in Suffolk 
County for the four-year period is 517 cases out of a total of 1,597 
reports filed. From another source4 we know that the total of 
auditor cases in Suffolk County tried to a conclusion in jury sessions 
for the same four-year period was 402, an annual average of 101. 
The value of using the four-year spread is apparent from the fact 
that the range of the number of such trials runs from a low of 60 to 
a high of 125. If we add a third to the 101 figure to include cases 
settled during trial,5 we have the following annual averages for 
Suffolk County:
C ases T r ie d  to a
R u le  88 — Verdict, or
In s is te n c e  o n  C ases S ta r t in g  F in d in g  in  J u r y
Reports F iled  J u r y  T r ia l  J u r y  T r ia l  S e ss io n s
1,597 517 134 101
1 Foregoing figures from  flow cha rts  know n as  “ q u a rte rly  rep o rts“ to  th e  office of C hief Ju stice  of Superior 
Court.
2 This is n o t to  minimize th e  value of th e  th re a t of tr ia l even before an  aud ito r, as an  efficient cause of 
settlem ent. This phase is too  often overlooked as  we co n tem p la te  th e  unyie ld ing  case.
3 I t  is here, of course, th a t  em phasis is ap p ro p ria te , fo r i t  is n o t m erely  th e  ju ro r ’s com pensation  th a t  is 
involved, b u t th e  fac t th a t  the  pace is slow er an d  therefo re m ore expensive to  th e  public as  w ell as  to  
the litigants.
4 The ju ry  session repo rts  to  th e  office of th e  Chief Ju stice  for each civil s itting .
8 State-w ide averages in th e  nex t p a rag ra p h  w ould ju s tify  th is  approx im ation .
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Thus, only 6.3% of cases in which an auditor’s report is filed are 
finally completely tried in a jury session, and only 8.4% of the same 
base ever start trial in a jury session. Moreover, in cases in which 
there is insistence on jury claim after an auditor’s report has been 
filed, only slightly over one-fourth ever start trial in a jury session. 
Other studies are and will be made of the experience with auditor 
cases. They may be more revealing than this and may be more 
statistically reliable because of a greater spread in time, or because 
not limited to one county, or they might be more plausible because 
involving a tracing of particular cases, but, I believe no one expects 
that any study is going to make anyone enamored of the idea of 
two trials for one case, or convince some that the attrition without 
a second trial is due to anything other than disgust or despair of at 
least one of the litigants. The averages developed above for Suffolk 
County based on reports from the clerk’s office for a four-year 
period indicate that in the absence of an adequate number of ready 
jury sessions the auditor system is, to say the least, a substitute 
that disposes of cases.
14. We have the benefit this year for the first time of some state­
wide statistics pertaining to auditor’s cases and covering a reportable 
judicial year. The clerks in the fourteen counties were asked to 
report on cases sent to a trial session after an auditor’s report, and 
to give the number of them settled before a second trial started, the 
number settled during the second trial, and the number tried to a 
verdict or finding. They reported a total of 792 auditor’s cases sent 
to a jury trial session for a second trial, and that 370, or 46.7%, of 
them were tried to a verdict or finding. Of the 53.3% settled, 301 
were settled before trial began, and 121 during trial.
15. After eliminating land damage cases and all others except 
contract or tort cases, there were 1,711 verdicts in civil cases through­
out the Commonwealth and 284 nonjury findings. It is a fair 
estimate to say that at least a third of them had been previously 
tried, either before an auditor, or a District Court justice sitting 
under the transfer and remand statute. Of that third for each case 
that had been previously tried before a District Court justice, there 
were at least two that had been tried before an auditor.
16. In the ordinary case referred to an auditor the reference is or 
should be made by the time the case is a year old, and within 
another three to four months the auditor’s report should have been 
filed and the case ready to go on a jury trial list. Therefore, the fact 
that a case is referred to an auditor should not delay final disposition 
unless cases reached in regular order are being reached in less than 
16 months from entry. The significant aspect of the auditor system
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in its effect on trial lists is treated with in the paragraphs on Court 
Congestion.
COURT CONGESTION
17. Mentioned first for emphasis is the fact that the criminal 
business of the Superior Court continues its rapid increase. At one 
period in the fall of 1963 while the statistics for this report were 
being assembled, the civil sessions in Suffolk County were practically 
eliminated because of the demand for Superior Court justices in the 
criminal sessions. In the six-year span of the judicial years 1957 
through 1963, there has been an increase of over one-third in the 
criminal case-load in the Superior Court. Even more important, 
however, is the fact that in that six-year span serious offenses, most 
of which can be tried only in a session presided over by a Superior 
Court justice, have increased 53%.1 Another development has 
been the increase in issues in criminal cases. In many a case that a 
few years ago would have been a routine performance in trial, the 
court is faced with motions to suppress evidence, motions to quash 
the indictment, or special pleas, all of which spring from the recent 
decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States pertaining to 
arrest, prompt arraignment, confessions obtained between the two, 
illegal search and seizure, the validity of search warrants, repre­
sentation by counsel for the indigent accused, etc. Thus, more of 
the court’s time is given to a primary judicial task, prompt trials 
for those who may be deprived of their liberty if found guilty, or 
who may have already been in jail awaiting trial. During the 
judicial year there were 1,666 criminal trials by Superior Court 
justices. These trials involved more serious crimes and therefore 
took more trial time per case than the 1,088 misdemeanor trials by 
District Court justices sitting in the Superior Court. Most of the 
sittings by the latter were on the criminal side. They had only 180 
motor vehicle tort trials.
18. Another significant comparison between June 30, 1963 and 
June 30, 1957 is that the number of land damage cases undisposed 
of increased by 65%, from 1,870 to 3,100, with the most formidable 
backlogs in Middlesex, Suffolk, Essex and Bristol, in that order. 
Since these cases have statutory preference on motion made, they 
are a constant impediment to reduction of the time-lag for the 
ordinary case. In July, 1963 a number of Superior Court justices 
volunteered to give up part of their vacations and held special 
sittings in Middlesex, Essex and Bristol Counties, disposing of 269 
land damage cases in that month. The way had been paved for 
these special sessions by special pre-trial sessions held in May.
1 Cases in w hich ind ictm en ts w ere re tu rned , or w aived.
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19. Despite the fact that there was a slight dip in total civil 
entries in the Superior Court, possibly because operation of the 
transfer and remand statute has begun to discourage the bringing 
of petty cases in the Superior Court, and despite the fact that for 
about sixty per cent of the judicial year there were four additional 
justices, the court continues to be plagued with the age-old ill — 
congestion. For many years the standard used in Massachusetts 
for measuring “time-lag,” i.e., the lapse of time between entry of a 
case and trial, has been by taking the case with the highest docket 
number of the cases reached for trial in the usual course, i.e., neither 
delayed nor advanced for trial. This was a standard established by 
the Institute for Judicial Administration for nation-wide use. That 
is still the standard for this report.1 However, at the end of the 
judicial year Chief Justice Tauro, convinced that this standard did 
not present a true picture of time-lag, asked the clerks of court in 
addition to reporting on the old standard to report also on a standard 
based on their judgment and experience, taking particularly into 
consideration estimates of cases on the non-triable docket or con­
tinued generally, and eventually to be tried, and cases referred to 
auditors or retransferred after trial in the District Court, and 
eventually to be tried. He asked the clerks to follow their time-lag 
estimate expressed in months and years with an explanation in 
detail with the reasons for their time estimates. From Suffolk there 
was an estimate of 36 months, from Middlesex one of 36 to 38 
months, and from Essex one of 38 months.
20. The Suffolk report contains an explanation following the 
time-lag estimate. I t reads as follows:
“Approximately 36 months. In our opinion the best source for 
estimating the time-lag under this formula is an analysis of the 
current jury trial list effective September 3, 1963. Excluding about 
the first 100 cases which have been lying dormant in the dockets for 
various reasons beyond the three-year period as estimated, it is 
apparent the average case when reached for trial in course will be 
at least three years old.
For example:
“Case #501 on the list was entered in October 1960, and was put 
on the list in numerical order. If this case is not advanced or other­
wise sent out for trial before cases in priority on the list, it is reason­
able to assume based on experience with previous lists that case 
#501 will be reached for trial sometime in the October sitting of 1963, 
with a possible trial date in November of December 1963, adding a 
month or more to the estimated time-lag. To be sure many of the
i E n tire ly  a p a r t  from  the  question  of w hether i t  is the  b est m easure, its  re ten tion  m akes comparison 
w ith  p rio r yea rs  m ore real.
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older cases on the list will be disposed of without a trial but of the 
hard core cases remaining which must be tried in a session, it is our 
firm belief at the time of making this report, our estimate of a three- 
year lag is a realistic one.”
21. Not many of the clerks followed the instruction that after 
giving their estimates of time-lag expressed in years and months, 
they state in detail the rationale upon which the estimates were 
made. Among those who did, in addition to Suffolk, were the clerks 
for Norfolk and Plymouth where the estimates were relatively 
optimistic. Both attributed their optimism to the increase in trial 
sessions in their counties in 1963. Some, without estimating time- 
lag, estimated the number of trial days required to clean up the 
existing backlog. The most alarming of these was Hampden County 
whence came an estimate of 715 trial days to clean up the existing 
backlog of law cases. The Worcester clerk estimated time-lag at 
12 months, the same as under the old standard. He explained it by 
saying that no cases are continued generally, but to the short list 
of a specific month; and once, sometimes twice a year, the dockets 
are combed and lists called for the disposition of cases requiring 
some closing entry; about every quarter every triable case is taken 
from the docket sheets starting with the first sheet and is placed on 
a short list; retransferred cases and cases to be tried after auditor’s 
reports are placed on the next short list. In this way, he says, time- 
lag is kept to 12 months, except for the first quarter following the 
summer recess. Of course, underlying all this is the assumption of 
the existence of adequate trial sessions, and Worcester has had these, 
plus competent pre-trial conciliation efforts.
22. Acceptable standards of measurement for ascertaining time- 
lag are difficult to devise, and if samples from trial lists are used, 
care must be taken to avoid extraordinary results which the inclusion 
of one quite atypical case can bring about. An example of such 
distortion occurred in the spring of 1963 when the Institute of 
Judicial Administration, using a new time-lag test asked for a fair 
sample of juiy-tried personal injury cases. The form called for the 
first five personal injury cases completed by jury verdict after April 
1, 1963. In one of our counties, through mistake, a non-personal 
injury case, viz., a land damage case over six years old, was included 
in the five cases. The average of the other four cases was 18 months. 
The inclusion of this extremely old atypical case, not even in the 
personal injury category, made the average 28-9/10ths months. 
Even if it had been a personal injury case it should not have been 
included in the sample, in the absence of any evidence that there 
were a significant number of others like it in the general case-load.
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23. No matter what measure is used it is clear from the fore­
going, and from the following table in which the standard used is 
the same as for previous years1 that the problem of congestion 
remains with us. It is also clear from the fact that there has been 
no substantial decrease in the backlog of civil law actions pending 
at the end of the year.
T im e-L ag in  M onths from D ate of E ntry to T rial 
of Y oungest Case R eached and not Advanced
Counties in  Which Sittings Are Continuous 
or Practically so During the Court Season
1962 1963
B ristol
Taunton.................................................. 23 months 23 months
Fall River................................................ 24 U 17 “
New Bedford.......................................... 23 U 23 “
Essex
Salem....................................................... 13 u 20 “
Lawrence................................................. 16 (( 22 “
Newburyport.......................................... 12 (( 14 “
H ampden
Springfield............................................... 19 (C 21 “
M iddlesex
Cambridge............................................... 24 (( 18 “
Lowell...................................................... 12 ((
N orfolk
Dedham................................................... 24 u 18 “
Suffolk
Boston—Not motor vehicle or contract 18 “ }Motor vehicle to rt................................... 12 18 “
Contract................................................... 10 “ j
Worcester
Fitchburg................................................. 21 a
Worcester................................................. 12 12 “
1 I t  m ay  well be desirable in  th e  fu tu re  to rep o rt also a  break-dow n of th e  pending backlog of cases at 
issue and  triab le , giving th e  num ber in  tw o or th ree  age categories, and  to give the  m edian, m ean, and 
ran g e  of tim e-lag  on cases appearing  on th e  la s t tr ia l l is t of ju ry  cases in th e  judicia l year.
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County in  Which Sittings Are Nearly Continuous
1962 1963
P lymouth
Brockton..................................................  22 months 23 months
Plymouth.................................................  22 “
Counties in  Which Sittings Are Not Continuous
(.Approximate Age of Most Recent Cases Reached 
in  Normal Course When Sittings Are Held)
1962 1963
Barnstable*
Barnstable........................................ . . . .  14 months 28 months
Berkshire
Pittsfield........................................... . . . .  18 U 18%  “
County of D uk es  C o u nty* 
Edgartown........................................ . . . . 7 (i 12
Franklin
Greenfield......................................... . . . .  12 u 18
Hampshire
Northampton................................... . . . .  16 (( 13%  “
Nantucket*
Nantucket........................................ .. .. 7 u 24
24. Before discussing what should be done I think it necessary to 
attempt to analyze the effect of the auditor and remand system 
and their relationship to congestion. The significant thing about 
cases tried to an auditor or tried in the District Court under the
transfer and remand statute, and then placed on a Superior Court 
trial list for a second trial is not that the first trial postponed the 
date when the case would have been reached in the Superior Court, 
for that is not the effect. The significant thing about them is that 
they have resisted all pressures, normal and abnormal, to bring 
them to a final disposition. Therefore, they have a much lower 
attrition at the brink of trial than a case reached in the regular 
course and not previously subjected to such pressures. Our state­
wide figures show that of such cases sent out to a Superior Court 
jury trial session 62% of auditor cases and about 60% of those 
previously tried in the District Court actually start a second trial
* The clerk points out th a t in this county the cases are still marked for trial under Superior C ourt Rule 59.
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in the Superior Court; and in each category nearly half are tried 
through to a verdict. Thus, the rate of disposition in the trial 
sessions is slowed down by the so-called hard-core cases. The 
foregoing percentages of actual starts of second trials in auditor- 
tried and District Court-tried cases sent to jury sessions are state­
wide. The percentages in some categories are even higher in some 
of the counties where delay is a recurring problem, as are the 
percentages of such cases tried through to a verdict, thus:
% Starting Trial % Tried to a Verdict
Auditor District Courts Auditor District Courts
Su ff o l k * ...........  56.7% 73.7%
M id d l e se x *. . . . 75.2% 73.3%
E s s e x .................  94.6% 100.0%
40.3% 57.5%
60.0% 55.0%
62.5% 83.3%
This phenomenon of the hard-core case has been observed elsewhere, 
particularly in New York State where The Judicial Conference 
Report for 19631 comments on it and reiterates a plea for more 
judges. It quotes from its fifth Annual Report as follows:2
“The temporary respite afforded by the procedural device known 
as the ‘readiness rule’ has now run its course, and in addition the 
benefits derived from pre-trial have been maximized to their utmost 
over the course of years. As a result, further increased beneficial 
results by these two procedures are virtually unobtainable. In 
addition, those cases which have been placed on the calendar and 
have remained pending on the calendar, resisting these procedural 
expedients, have evidenced that they will require extended effort 
by the court to dispose of them. These have been denominated by 
some as the ‘hard-core cases.’ These ‘hard-core cases’ are fast be­
coming predominant on the calendar since the procedural expedients 
employed either keep the other type case from being placed on the 
calendar or effectively remove it once it is there. The inescapable 
conclusion that becomes evident is that since these cases remaining 
on the calendar will each require more effort by the court to dispose 
of, the out-going case figure should be expected to drop again next 
year. In addition, if the new cases filed for the coming judicial 
year again equal or exceed those of the past year, the unfavorable 
balance thereby resulting will bring the pending case figure close to 
its all-time high in the history of the court.”
25. Perhaps the best way to view our own situation in the proper 
perspective is to go back first to June 30, 1959, when the picture was
« If cases disposed of in nonjury sessions were included these percentages would be higher in these 
counties.
1 8th Annual Report (1963), pp. 141-151.
2 P. 141 supra.
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much rosier, and then make some comparisons with 1963. At the 
end of 1959, by intensive use of auditors, and District Court judges, 
the latter then more readily available, and, a fact often overlooked, 
by the intensive efforts of the members of Superior Court bench 
under Chief Justice Reardon, the court had completed a three-year 
effort to reduce the time-lag for the case not advanced and with 
respect to which there was no good reason for delay. The contribu­
tion of the Superior Court justices in addition to that of the Chief 
Justice was great, and the strain of it may well have been the cause 
of the early deaths of such hard-working judges as David Nagle 
and Charles Rome, to name only two of those who made the extra 
effort to bring about improvement. There was much accomplished 
in those years, and by June 30, 1959, my predecessor could rightly 
say:1
“This heading (court congestion) is used mainly because it has 
been used in earlier reports. I am pleased to report that it is now 
largely a misnomer. In Massachusetts it was never applicable 
except to the jury lists in the superior court and from time to time 
to the jury-waived lists in some of the counties. I t denoted a situa­
tion in which cases were not reached for trial for years after their 
entry, at one time as long as four years in one of the counties and 
approaching it in some of the others. The maxim that justice 
delayed is justice denied was translated into reality in all too many 
instances. This thoroughly bad situation no longer exists. While 
we have not reached perfection the acute condition of a few years 
back has now been largely corrected. It must be emphasized that 
there can be no slackening of efforts to see to it that the lists do not 
again become clogged and cause unreasonable delays in trials. There 
is no indication that the total volume of litigation will decrease — 
indeed, it is more likely to increase.”
In the same report2 he said, “The superior court continued to 
make good progress in dispositions. At the end of the reporting 
year the number of cases still pending on the dockets was 43,765 -
down by 5,420. It is to be hoped that this reduction can be con­
tinued, as in the opinion of the undersigned the case-load per judge 
is still extremely high.” Nothing of what was said in these appraisals 
of June 30, 1959 was an “illusion,” despite the use of that word in a 
recently quoted newspaper interview in which the entire blame for 
the deterioration of the situation since 1959 was placed on “the 
return of cases to the Superior Court dockets from the various 
repositories where they had been lodged temporarily.” This is sheer 
nonsense. What was said in 1959 was a quite appropriate appraisal 
of a real accomplishment.
1 Third Report of the Executive Secretary (1959), p. 4, par. 7. 
* P. 64.
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26. What happened immediately after 1959 is highly significant 
of what caused an increase in time-lag. Immediately thereafter, in 
the judicial years 1960 and 1961 the legislature refused to appro­
priate any funds for the use of District Court justices sitting in the 
Superior Court on misdemeanor cases or motor vehicle torts. As 
pointed out by my predecessor this amounted to cutting the avail­
able judicial manpower by 20%.1 I t was done in the face of the 
warning, quoted above, that “there can be no slackening of efforts,” 
and that the volume of litigation was likely to increase. The result 
was an immediate and substantial increase in time-lag. In the 1960 
report Mr. Daly said,2 “The schedule shows that within twelve 
months the reduction in available manpower was already making 
itself felt; it is a cumulative process, increasing in rapidity as time 
goes on unless stopped.” In his 1961 report, after the time-lag 
schedule, he said,3 “Of the above twenty-one shire towns, nineteen 
are in the mainland counties. Of these seventeen show an increase 
in the time-lag over a year ago; in one of the other two the reduction 
is more apparent than real. The ground lost runs from about two 
months to a high of ten months. No further comment is needed.” 
The statistics immediately reflected the forced cut in available 
forums, not only in time-lag but in cases disposed of, and in a jump 
in backlog figures. As soon as funds for District Court judges were 
restored, for the judicial year ending June 30, 1962, there was 
immediate improvement. However, the damage done in 1960 and 
1961 set the court back, and the lost ground had definitely not been 
regained by the end of 1963. The unfortunate aspect of this phase 
of the picture is that it occurred after the court, by extraordinary 
efforts, had greatly improved a bad situation, and at a time when 
the increase in serious criminal cases and in land damage cases was 
beginning to present new obstacles to currency in the trial of 
ordinary civil cases.
27. A sad fact is that since the restoration of funds for the use 
of District Court judges beginning in 1962, there has been a decrease 
in the number of available judges certified who are also available in 
a true sense, i.e., not disqualified because of age, ill health or other 
reason which would prevent their use in the Superior Court. The 
expenditures for compensation and expenses of District Court 
judges sitting in the Superior Court on misdemeanor or motor 
vehicle tort cases dropped from a 1958-1959 combined total of 
$202,101.73 to $81,179.38 for a 1962-1963 combined total.
28. Our total civil dispositions of law cases for the year ending
1 Fourth Report of Executive Secretary, p. 3, par. 6, and p. 60; Fifth Report, p. 3, par. 3.
2 F ourth Report, p. 4, par. 7.
* Fifth  Report, p. 6, par. 9.
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June 30, 1963 compared with 1959 have dropped considerably even 
after making allowance for the fact that adjustments have been 
made in those figures to account for cases of an earlier year returned 
to the Superior Court after transfer or remand trial in the lower 
courts, and after allowance also for a drop in motor vehicle tort 
cases disposed of by District Court judges sitting in the Superior 
Court. That this is in some part due to the presence of a higher 
proportion of hard-core cases in the 1963 trial lists is, I believe, a 
fact. In May of 1963 about 50% of the cases on the Suffolk County 
jury trial list were of that nature. However, other clearly causative 
factors mentioned before, with respect to delay, in addition to lack 
of adequate help from the District Courts and the presence of hard­
core cases on the trial lists, are the increase in serious criminal cases, 
and the higher number of land damage cases. Superior Court 
justices sat 326 more days on the criminal side than in 1959, and 
tried to a conclusion 410 land damage cases in 1963 as against only 
243 in 1959. These are much longer in trial than the average case. 
While we have a banklog of civil cases remaining undisposed of 
with practically the same total as at the end of 1959, there is an 
increase of 737 jury cases in that backlog as against a slight decrease 
in other kinds of civil case. The fact that a backlog remains numeri­
cally static or goes up or down is not necessarily related to time-lag, 
as pointed out by Kalven and Zeisel in their book on court congestion 
“Delay in the Court.” 1 It is rather the nature of the case-load in 
the backlog and its resistance to the various winnowing processes, 
along with the other factors bearing on trial dispositions which 
cause delay in reasonably prompt trial.
29. Law cases triable at issue and awaiting trial have increased 
since 1959 by nearly 4,000 in the jury category to a total close to
31,000 and have dropped only slightly over 400 in the nonjury 
category to a total just under 3,000. It is clear from the following 
table that this big jump in live backlog of jury cases occurred 
immediately upon the 1960-1961 reduction in available forums 
when assistance from the District Courts was completely with­
drawn, and that recovery from that setback has been minimal, 
because the problems of the court have increased since June 30, 1959, 
from a combination of more hard-core cases, more serious criminal 
cases, and more land damage cases.
1 P. 44 (Little, Brown & Co., Boston, 1959).
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T ria ble  at I ssue and Aw a iting  T rial
Jury Non jury
1957 .....................................  37,095 3,378
1958 .....................................  31,956 4,311
1959 .....................................  26,969 3,325
I960*.....................................  30,290 2,816
1961*.....................................  31,524 2,839
1962 .....................................  29,846 2,689
1963 .....................................  30,938 2,903
30. We can be sure, I believe, of one thing about the future. It 
is that there will be no sudden reversal of trend in the increase of 
civil cases and serious criminal cases. The mere fact that the popula­
tion is growing rapidly practically guarantees that. The question is 
what should be done to prevent further deterioration in our position.
First, we cannot abandon suddenly and completely any of the 
devices we have been using, in the absence of clear and convincing 
evidence of their lack of utility. Second, we must face up to the 
practical needs of the present and plan for the distant future.
The practical needs of the present are either to devise new or 
revive old constitutionally valid means of preventing cases from 
getting into a jury session, and, unless such means give promise of 
great achievement, to provide additional forums for the trial 
of cases.
31. In planning for the distant future we must think about 
whether we want basic limitations on the right to jury trial in all 
civil cases, or at least in those where the amount involved is rela­
tively small in comparison with the amount extracted from the tax 
pockets of the litigant’s neighbors to give him his jury trial. To 
effect such basic limitations immediately suggests the problem of 
constitutional amendment, something not to be gone about in a 
hurry and a flurry.
32. There are three additional devices I can think of which 
might help in preventing cases from getting into jury sessions. 
They are pre-trial oral discovery controlled by rule of court, a 
further development of conciliation devices, and a reimplementation 
of the pre-trial sessions. However, I cannot say that any one or 
all three of these devices can achieve a great breakthrough. For 
instance, not every member of the bench or bar has skill in concilia­
tion. I t is a gift not common to all. Likewise, not every judge can 
hope to be as effective at pre-trial as some of the greats of the past, 
particularly the late Superior Court Justices Wilford Gray and
* In these years no district court judges sat in the superior court.
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Abraham Pinanski. Like most writers on this subject I approach 
the next step — additional forums for the trial of cases — with 
some diffidence. To overcome it I shall quote from a recent address 
by Professor Kalven whose book I referred to above: " . . .  the 
very way the issue of court congestion is posed is dismal. The quest 
is for a solution that will not cost anything. There must, so the 
argument runs, be some new and better way of arranging procedures 
that will eliminate the delay; and the call is for study and ingenuity 
in devising such procedures . . . Here we confront an important 
oddity in the whole issue of delay. If, for example, we had a roughly 
comparable problem of a growing backlog in, say, a stenographic 
pool so that after dictation letters waited for several days for tran­
scription, the presumption would be in favor of hiring additional 
stenographers . . .  I dwell on this homely example for two reasons. 
First, because in the case of court congestion a homely problem of 
management of productive activity has been blown up into some­
thing pretentious and it might prove healthful to cut it down to 
size. Second, because in the case of court congestion we seem to 
have the remedial steps almost in reverse. The emphasis is on 
solving the problem without resort to additional judges, as though 
it would be unsporting, or spoil the problem to intrude this note. 
It is as though we are terrified by the threat of Parkinson’s law. 
If there is a secret to the court congestion problem, it must reside 
here in the special distrust we have developed of the claims for more 
judges. In a way the whole matter is embarrassing. There is really 
no problem of delay in any court system since it can always be 
solved by appointing sufficient additional judges.”
33. After rereading the foregoing I readily admit that when I 
spoke of providing additional forums I meant additional judges, for 
we already have the available courtrooms in which to house them. 
Chief Justice Tauro has called for ten additional justices, and since 
he is most intimately aware of the problems of his court, I accept 
that number as reasonable. In this respect, I suggest that while 
New Englanders of old were noted for understatement, those of 
today are often noted for the halfway measure. I predict that some 
of the latter will start to whittle at the Chief Justice’s figure. By 
the time the additional ten have cured our present problems the 
population explosion will have created an additional case-load with 
which they will have to contend.
34. I estimate that such an enlarged court would take four or 
five years to overcome the present excess lag, and to get into a 
position to obviate the necessity of two trials in most of the cases 
in which that is now necessary. In the long run the cost from the
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increase in judicial manpower may well be offset by reductions in 
the cost of extensive use of auditors.1
35. For the distant future, which may not be too distant if the 
pace of change in our way of life continues with the same speed as 
in the past twenty-five years, we are asked to contemplate abolishing 
the civil jury trial. This has been virtually accomplished in England, 
and that I believe is largely the basis for recent advocacy of such 
abolishment by Dean Griswold of Harvard Law School and Chief 
Justice Desmond of the New York Court of Appeals.
36. In his annual report in September, 1963, Dean Griswold said 
in part: “With firm administration we have in some places made a 
little progress. About the best that can be done ordinarily is to 
hold our own. Rarely do we put our finger on the real cause of the 
delay in the administration of justice, which is the widespread 
prevalence of jury trials in ordinary automobile accident cases . . . 
If we can bring ourselves to see that jury trial makes little positive 
contribution in the ordinary civil case, and that it is the basic cause 
of delay in the administration of justice in our courts, we can then 
find ways and means — including amendment of constitutions — 
to eliminate the need for jury trial in the ordinary case.”
37. Another possibility of course is to smother the pettifogger 
with substantial taxable costs when he presses a jury claim on a 
petty or a clearly worthless case, or in the case of defendants where 
they were clearly playing for delay. Possibly it is constitutionally 
permissible for the courts or at least for the legislature to bring this 
about on the ground that the right to jury trial in civil cases which 
the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights (Article XV) says “shall 
be held sacred” should not be profaned.
PHYSICAL FACILITIES
38. The alterations to the Berkshire County Court House in 
Pittsfield have been completed, and I understand that the local bar 
seems generally pleased with what was done.
39. In Middlesex County the plans for the new county court 
house are nearing completion as this report is being written, and 
the hope and expectation is that work will commence in the summer 
of 1964. This will pose a temporary problem for the Superior Court 
which will lose two court rooms converted for its use in the former 
district court building which is to be demolished.
1 Calendar year state-wide expenditures (1962), Auditors $447,978.40* M asters $73,508.28— Total 
$521,486.68.
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40. The plans for the new district court building in Woburn are 
ready, but as this report is being written, a new mayor in Woburn 
is challenging the validity of the site acquisition by the county 
commissioners.
41. A movement is underway in Bristol County to get legislative 
permission to build one central county court house for use of the 
Superior and Probate Courts in place of the variety of shire town 
court houses now in use. In some instances the vacated space 
could be utilized by district courts now in overcrowded quarters.
42. The latest report on Somerville is that a fine corner location 
on the Fellsway has been at long last chosen as the site for the new 
district court house.
43. As to Essex County, the county government seems to be 
allergic to any change tending to improve courthouse facilities. 
There is one exception; at long last an elevator has been installed in 
the Superior Court building at Lawrence. The disgraceful situation 
in Gloucester District Court persists.
44. Boston Redevelopment Authority has begun planning for a 
much needed new Roxbury District Court.
45. The replacement of windows with aluminum frames instead 
of steel is underway in the “new” Suffolk County court house.
CIVIL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
46. On March 5, 1963, the Supreme Judicial Court promulgated 
a new Full Court Rule 22. I t provides for an alternative method 
of meeting the requirement of General Laws Chapter 231, Section 
113 that “exceptions shall be reduced to writing in a summary 
manner . . . ” Rule 22 is patterned on federal practice, and is 
in part analogous to our Equity and Probate appeal practice under 
Rule 2. Under it the excepting party has the option of substituting 
for the conventional narrative bill of exceptions an “Outline Bill of 
Exceptions stating briefly the nature of each exception . . . and a 
designation of the portions of the testimony, and instructions, and 
the exhibits or parts thereof, which he deems necessary for each such 
exception.” There is provision for counter designations and for 
replies thereto and a power of further designation in the trial judge. 
The outline bill is printed in the usual course, under General Laws, 
Chapter 231, Section 135. Designated testimony and exhibits are 
transmitted in original form to the clerk of the full court. They are 
deemed to be incorporated by reference in the outline bill of excep­
tions. The excepting party must file with or as a part of his brief
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a record appendix reproducing such parts of the designated tran­
script and exhibits as he deems necessary to his argument. Other 
parties may file record appendices reproducing any additions to or 
corrections of the excepting party’s record appendix. Provisions as 
to time for filing and as to notice after filing remain unchanged.
47. Entirely apart from its general utility this alternative 
method of bringing exceptions before the full court should be of 
particular value in those cases, fortunately rare, in which an op­
ponent will not agree that the letter “t ” has a cross, or that there 
is a dot over an “i.”
48. Another advantage in this alternative method is the likeli­
hood that it will save the time of the justices who will be reading 
an original, and not the too often opaque narrative in the traditional 
bill of exceptions.
CONTINGENT FEES
49. In 1962 in the case of Sullivan v. Goulette, 334 Mass. 307, 
the court had called for briefs amici curiae from the bar associations 
on specific issues relating to contingent fees and the case was 
reargued. The court finally held in that case that since the fees in 
question were in any event subject to approval by the Probate 
Court, the principles embodied in earlier cases pertaining to cham­
perty and contingent fees were not applicable. The amicus briefs 
had, however, proposed reconsideration of the earlier decisions on 
champerty and contingent fees. Subsequently the court instead of 
promulgating a rule, issued a proposed rule (on contingent fees) on 
April 1, 1963. Bar associations were informally invited to comment. 
They requested an extension of the effective date, and an oppor­
tunity to be heard. On June 20, 1963, the court amended its order 
of April 1st, extending the effective date of the proposed rule to 
January 2, 1964, and giving the bar associations and others desiring 
to file comments or suggestions the right to do so on or before 
November 1, 1963. Briefs were filed by the major bar associations 
and a few others, and, in December 1963, the court entered an 
order negativing the effective date of the proposed rule, and pro­
viding that it not take effect until further order of the court.
50. The objections from the bar were generally that the proposed 
rule was too restrictive, that it should recognize the validity of the 
contingent fee, except in criminal and divorce, annulment or legal 
separation cases, or cases where a statute or administrative rule 
provided a different method for determining the fee. It was generally 
contended that the court should make no other provision with 
respect thereto except that such fee arrangements would always be
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subject to the supervision of the court. In essence this was a plea 
to adopt Rule 13 of the Canons of the American Bar Association 
read against the case law of most jurisdictions holding contingent 
fees invalid in criminal and divorce, annulment or legal separation 
proceedings. There was particular fear arising from the possibility 
that failure to comply with a mere detail of the rule might make 
illegal an otherwise good fee agreement. There was a widespread 
fear that the requirement of printing on the reverse of the written 
fee agreement, the provisions of paragraphs six and seven of the 
(proposed) Rule 14 would invite litigation against lawyers over fees. 
There was unanimous objection to the requirement that contingent 
fees be based on a percentage of net rather than gross recovery. It 
was urged that the effect would be to encourage the charging of a 
higher per cent as protection against surprise in the amount of 
deductions from the gross. Whether the court will take any action 
in this field, I do not venture to predict.
CRIMINAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
51. Early in the 1964 legislative session, while this report was in 
progress the bill in Appendix II was enacted as Chapter 82 of the 
Acts of 1964. The following four paragraphs were written as of 1963.
52. Every once in a while a case arises in which reasonable 
people believe that newly discovered evidence is adequate to show 
that a man convicted of crime a year or more prior thereto was not 
guilty of that crime. Under our statute, Section 29 of Chapter 278 
of the General Laws, as amended through Statutes 1962, Chapter 
310, Section 1, the court may not grant a new7 trial at which the 
alleged new evidence can be heard after one year has expired from 
the date of conviction.1 That time limit, relegating a possibly 
innocent victim of injustice to the pardoning power of the Governor 
and Council has been described as expressing a legislative policy 
“in the interest of finality in criminal cases.” Aronson v. Common­
wealth, 331 Mass. 599 @, 603, 604 (1954).
53. Finality in criminal cases is desirable, but a competent and 
independent judicial branch is not only capable of effecting its own 
finalities, it is the proper and safer custodian of our right to freedom 
from unjust imprisonment. The Governor and Council may get 
embroiled in political horn-locking, or be subject to other pressures 
springing from pre-election excitements that would impede their
1 The s tatu te  provides for one exception, in capital cases in which i t  is found th a t certification of the 
transcript of the evidence can’t  be had within two years of the trial and where the defendant has seasonably 
done everything necessary toward perfection of his appeal. This exception was introduced in 1939 as a 
compromise between the legislative Committee on the Judiciary and the Judicial Council. The la tte r had 
recommended removal of the time limitation in all capital cases “ for good cause shown.” (14th Report 
(1938), p. 38.)
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value as a judicial body, which indeed they were never intended to 
be. Hopefully the judicial branch will in the future as in the past 
remain free of such impediments to a calm, dispassionate and 
independent determination of rights, not only between man and 
man, but between man and the power of government, the power of 
official position.
54. I advocate the complete elimination of any time limitation 
on the right of the courts to grant a new trial in any criminal case. 
If frivolous and pertinacious motions are urged after the expiration 
of a substantial time from the date of conviction, our courts should 
be able to dispose of them summarily. An example of such dis­
position in one type of situation is found in Commonwealth v. Shand, 
335 Mass. 764. If by chance the Superior Court should be flooded 
with motions as a result of the adoption of the amendment I propose, 
it could quickly meet the crisis by exercising its ample rule-making 
power, ample not only because it is a court of superior and general 
jurisdiction, and may therefore have inherent power to adopt such 
a rule (see Fanciullo v. B. G. & S. Theatre Corp., 297 Mass. 44 
@ 49-52), but also because its power is recognized in General Laws, 
Chapter 213, Section 3, Clause 10. I do not anticipate any such 
crisis.
55. In seeking additional material justifying my proposal incor­
porated in the bill, Appendix II, I found that the idea was far from 
new, entirely apart from the 1938 Judicial Council recommendation 
to remove the time limitation in capital cases. Over 20 years ago a 
similar proposal was made by the Advisory Committee on the 
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. Secretary of that committee 
was Alexander Iloltzoff, now a federal judge, and then Special 
Assistant to the Attorney General of the United States. Writing on 
the proposed departure from tradition he said in 3 Federal Rules 
Decisions 445 @  456: “It was not felt that any danger was lurking 
in this departure from traditional practice as the courts may be 
relied on to dispatch without much ceremony any frivolous or ill- 
founded motions of this kind.”1
DEFENSE OF TPIE INDIGENT ACCUSED
56. Last year, Sixth Report, par. 43, I referred to a County 
Court decision in 1962 by Justice Spalding in the case of an indigent 
convict which served to emphasize “the principle that the constitu­
tional requirement of representation by counsel can be applicable in 
a variety of instances where the seriousness of the charge or other 
circumstances affecting the accused are compelling.”
i Sec also Barron, Federal Practice &  Procedure, Criminal, Section 2283, and Barron,, 2IFederal Rules 
Decisions 211 @ 218, and A tty. Gen. Homer Cummings 3 P . R. D. 283 ©  287.
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57. In December, 1962, 345 Mass. 792, the Supreme Judicial 
Court amended General Rule 10 by adding a provision requiring, in 
the absence of a signed waiver, representation by counsel for any 
indigent accused in any case in which the trial judge in his discretion 
determined that the gravity of the charge or other circumstances 
required such representation. Thus, in each case of indigency the 
trial judge had to determine whether as a matter of constitutional 
right the defendant was entitled to counsel. The use of the words 
“in his discretion” has since been misconstrued in at least one 
article,1 which took it to give the judge discretion to ignore a con­
stitutional imperative. The proper construction is that the trial 
judge has discretion to require representation even in that gray 
area where the existence of a constitutional imperative is not clear. 
It would be an abuse of discretion not to require representation 
when that mandate is clear.
58. In March, 1963, the Supreme Court of the United States 
decided the now famous case of Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U. S. 335, 
overruling its decision in Betts v. Brady, 316 U. S. 455 (1942). The 
court held that the Sixth Amendment right to counsel is one of the 
fundamental rights made obligatory on the states by the due process 
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Gideon was a felony case, 
but the implications of the opinions in that case have generally been 
taken to be that in any case in which the accused indigent might be 
deprived of his liberty the constitutional mandate exists. I t has 
also been general opinion that such representation must be furnished 
at the earliest critical stage of the proceedings. Some would extend 
it to the time of arrest. While this report was in progress our court 
decided the case of Commonwealth v. O’Leary,2 in which the indigent 
accused had no counsel at a probable cause hearing in a District 
Court when he faced two midsemeanor charges and one felony 
charge. He pleaded not guilty and there was no showing that any 
“right of the slightest value has been lost.” The court held, on the 
defendant’s plea in abatement of the indictment in the Superior 
Court, and reported by that court to the high court, that neither 
the law of this Commonwealth nor any case in the Supreme Court 
of the United States required invalidation of the initial proceeding 
and all subsequent proceedings where “upon the ensuing course of 
events there could have been no harm.”3
59. The court, however, said that it would be prudent for District 
Court judges to require representation in every probable cause
1 48 M. L. Q. 4, p. 4X7, 432. 
21964 Adv. Sheets 689.
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hearing unless there is a waiver of which proof is preserved under 
Rule 10. The court further said that in District Court trials it 
would be wise to offer representation “except for the most trifling 
offenses for which no sentence of imprisonment may be imposed.”
60. The Chief Justice of the District Courts has tried very hard 
to get the Justices and Special Justices of the District Courts to 
make requests of the nearest Public Defender office to defend the 
indigent accused who need and desire representation. Although he 
has explained that such requests should be made even if the expected 
reply is one of inability to respond because of an undermanned 
staff, the cooperation of some Justices and Special Justices has been 
deficient. This must be corrected. It is obvious that the constitu­
tional requirements, now reasonably certain from decisions of the 
Supreme Court of the United States, and our Supreme Judicial 
Court, require a much augmented public defender staff. The best 
way to measure the extent of the need at the District Court level is by 
keeping proper records in the Public Defender offices of the demands 
for service. This cannot be done unless the Justices and Special 
Justices of the District Courts will faithfully and constantly call on 
the only statutory agency required1 to respond to such requests. 
The fact that it may not be able to respond to each request is 
irrelevant to the immediate need of establishing statistical records 
which cannot be otherwise than convincing to the Budget Bureau 
and to the Joint Committee on Ways and Means of the legislature 
as to the quantum of need.
61. Another aspect of this matter which the legislature will have 
to solve in the very near future is that of paying adequate profes­
sional salaries to the lawyers on the staff, particularly in the metro­
politan centres where the demands on the time of the lawyers are 
heavy.
COMMENTS ON THE VARIOUS COURTS 
Su prem e  J udicial C ourt
62. In addition to what I have said above in paragraphs 2-4 and 
in my comments hereafter in Appendix III pertaining to statistics, 
I have nothing further to say about the Supreme Judicial Court, 
except to comment on a change in the court that occurred in Decem­
ber of 1962. In that month Justice Harold P. Williams retired after 
serving over fifteen years on the court, following twenty-one years
1 Under G. L. C. 221, Sec. 34 D, as most recently amended by Stat. 1062, C. 366, Mass. Defenders Com­
mittee is r e q u ir e d  to provide counsel for the indigent accused in noncapital cases in any court of the c om­
monwealth, “provided the laws of the commonwealth or the rules of the supreme judicial court require 
th a t the defendant in such proceeding be represented by counsel. ’ Rule 10, as amended in 1962, requires 
such representation whenever the trial judge makes the necessary findings.
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on the bench of the Superior Court. Prior to his distinguished 
judicial service, he had included in his contributions to the public 
weal terms as District Attorney for the district which then included 
both Norfolk and Plymouth Counties and as United States Attorney 
for the District of Massachusetts. A lawyer’s lawyer and a gentle­
men’s gentleman his kindly smile is missed. He was succeeded on 
December 6, 1962, by Justice Paul C. Reardon who had previously 
served for seven years as Chief Justice of the Superior Court.
Su pe r io r  C ourt
63. Associate Justice G. Joseph Tauro of the Superior Court was 
elevated to the Chief Justiceship of that court on December 13,
1962. In the previous summer the legislature had increased the 
number of associate justices of the Superior Court from 37 to 41, 
and on December 13, 1962, Justice Thomas J. O’Malley of the 
Springfield District Court, and Justice Harry Kalus of the Second 
District Court of Plymouth were appointed to two of the posts. On 
December 20, 1962, Justice Amedeo V. Sgarzi of the Third District 
Court of Plymouth and Robert H. Beaudreau, Esquire, a member 
of the Industrial Accident Board, were appointed to the other two 
new positions. The vacancy created by the elevation of Justice 
Tauro was filled by the appointment of Henry H. Chmielinski, Jr., 
Esquire, on December 27, 1962. Justice Daniel J. O’Connell, Jr. 
resigned on December 20, 1962, and Special Justice Cornelius J. 
Moynihan of the District Court of Haverhill was appointed to fill 
the vacancy on April 18, 1963.
64. The Superior Court statistics for the year ending June 30,
1963, do not show much change from those reported for the previous 
year. There was a slight decrease, nearly 2,000, in civil law entries 
and a decrease of almost 4,000 in civil law cases disposed of. A 
small portion of this latter decrease can be attributed to adjustments 
made in disposed of figures in some counties because of the retransfer 
of remand cases after trial in the District Court. The adjustments 
do not involve every case retransferred after lower court trial, 
because the figures reported in this report are year-end figures, so 
that if a case goes to the District or Municipal Court from the 
Superior Court and comes back within the same judicial year, no 
adjustment is necessary in the Superior Court year-end statistics. 
However, if a case comes back to the Superior Court in one year 
which had been sent down in a prior year, then some adjustment 
must be made in the statistics for the year in which the case comes 
back. Some counties have adjusted their entry figures even though 
the case bears an entry docket number of a previous year, and other 
counties have adjusted their dispositions for the current year down-
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ward, so that their figures at the end of the judicial year will balance. 
There are, in the opinion of the writer, only a few hundred cases 
involved in these adjustments. It may be better in later years to do 
away with such adjustments and report separately the number of 
cases returned in a later year which have been called disposed of in 
a previous year. Another explanation for the drop in civil law cases 
disposed of is that given In the paragraphs on Congestion, in para­
graphs 26-29.
T h e  Land C ourt
65. The bill recommended last year, see Appendix IV, Sixth 
Report, the principal purpose of which was to provide that a party 
in equity in the Land Court could obtain as of right a report of 
material facts, became law by Acts of 1963, Chapter 74.
P robate C ourts
66. Toward the end of the judicial year Governor Peabody in a 
special message to the legislature (House 3542 of 1963), advocated 
increases in judicial compensation and several administrative reor­
ganization proposals. Among the latter was a recommendation that 
there be a Chief Judge of the Probate Courts to take over the duties 
of the Administrative Committee, and to have the power to assign 
a judge from one county to sit in another county when necessary. 
This was a recommendation of the so-called “Griswold Commission” 
of 1961, adopted by the “Governor’s Committee to Review the 
Compensation of Certain State Employees” (known as the “Healey 
Committee”), whose report, insofar as it pertained to the members 
of the Judiciary was attached to the Governor’s message. Chapter 
819 of the Acts of 1963 was the result of this recommendation. It 
amends Section 30A of General Laws, Chapter 215 making the 
Administrative Committee of the District Courts “an advisory 
committee to the chief judge.” I t also provides1 that the Chief 
Judge shall be one of the probate judges “designated” by the 
Governor with the advice and consent of the Council, and he re­
ceives an additional one thousand dollars a year in salary.2 Chapter 
819 was not enacted until November, 1963. In the prior month the 
salaries of all probate judges were increased by Stah. 1963, Chapter 
756. All of the judges received increases, and all except the Dukes 
and Nantucket judges are full time. The salaries of the latter were 
increased to $7,500 per year. Their per diem compensation when 
sitting in counties other than their own was increased from $25 to 
$50 by Section 4 of Chapter 819. The full-time judges are still on
1 By inserting Section 2A, and amending Sections S, 40, 41 and 42 of G. L. C. 217.
2 While this report was being prepared Judge John A. Costello of Essex Probate Court was appointed 
Chief Judge.
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a graduated scale. Chapter 756 set the salaries for Barnstable, 
Berkshire, Franklin, Hampshire and Plymouth Counties at $17,000; 
for Bristol and Hampden at $19,000; for Worcester and Essex at 
$20,000; and for Middlesex, Norfolk and Suffolk at $21,000.
67. By Stat. 1963, Chapter 820, General Laws, Chapter 215, 
Section 6 was stricken, and a new Section 6 substituted. The title 
of Chapter 820 could be misleading. It reads, “An Act Providing 
That Probate Courts Shall Be Courts of General Equity Juris­
diction.” The text, which inserts a new first paragraph before the 
text of the old as amended through Stat. 1958, Chapter 223, reveals 
that the only additional concurrent jurisdiction in equity given to 
the Probate Courts is in “all cases and matters of equity cognizable 
under the general principles of equity jurisprudence.” 1 It is “with 
reference thereto that (they) shall be courts of general equity 
jurisdiction.” Thus, the Probate Courts are not given by this 
statute concurrent original jurisdiction of many matters in equity 
wherein the basis for equity jurisdiction is purely statutory. Anyone 
familiar with the character of equity litigation in the Superior 
Court is well aware that this excludes from Probate Court juris­
diction a great deal of really triable equity business, for example, 
the prolific disputes arising under zoning ordinances and by-laws, 
to name one type of purely statutory proceeding in equity.
D istrict  C ourts
68. Most of the District Courts have done a fine job with the 
large number of cases transferred to them under the provisions of 
Section 102C of General Laws, Chapter 231. This was only one 
phase, however, of the increase in the business of these courts. The 
1963 legislature made two additional courts full time, the Second 
District Court of Barnstable, at Provincetown, and the Fourth 
District Court of Middlesex, at Woburn. Of course this does not 
mean that the work of the Provincetown Court requires the full time 
of the justice. As a practical matter it merely adds to the available 
judicial manpower subject to assignment for the trial of civil cases 
in a district court system which is really becoming a circuit system. 
In addition new full-time judgeships, with an accompanying special 
justiceship, were created in two busy courts, the First District 
Court of Eastern Middlesex at Malden, and the Third District 
Court of Eastern Middlesex at Cambridge.
69. By Stat. 1963, Chapter 810 district court salaries were 
increased and the powers of the Administrative Committee trans­
ferred to a Chief Justice, nominated and appointed by the Governor
1 Suits involving or growing out of a labor dispute and in which injunctive relief is sought are excluded.
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with the advice and consent of the council. The statute, Section 1, 
amending Section 6 of General Laws, Chapter 218, requires that he 
first be a “justice of a district court, other than the Municipal Court 
of the City of Boston, who is required by law to devote full time to 
his duties.” The Administrative Committee was continued in an 
advisory capacity. While this report was being prepared Justice 
Kenneth L. Nash of the Quincy District Court was appointed 
Chief Justice. All full-time justices, fifty-five in number, receive 
$20,000 a year and the Chief Justice $21,000. The justices in the 
twenty-two part-time courts receive salaries beginning at $6,125 in 
four of the smaller courts, to a high of $8,125 in four other courts. 
The largest group in the twenty-two are ten courts in which the 
salary is $7,050. Justices sitting in the Superior Court receive $75 
per day, less the per diem computed on their lower court salaries. 
This is by Stat. 1963, Chapter 772.
M u n ic ipa l  C ourt of th e  C ity  of B oston
70. Stat. 1963, Chapter 810 increased the salaries of the eight 
justices of this court to $20,000 and that of the Chief Justice to 
$21,000. Further comment on this court as wrell as on the District 
Court will be found in Appendix III with reference to the pertinent 
statistics.
B oston J u v en ile  C ourt
71. Stat. 1963, Chapter 810, Section 10 rewrote General Laws, 
Chapter 218, Section 58, so that the justice of this court must devote 
his entire time to his duties and may not directly or indirectly engage 
in the practice of law. His salary was increased to a figure below 
that of a district court judge, i.e., to only $16,000 per year. Section 
58 also provides that he shall be the only justice of the court, but 
that lie, or the clerk in his absence, may request the chief justice of 
the district courts to assign a justice of a district court, other than 
the Municipal of the City of Boston, to sit in the Boston Juvenile 
Court. Section 21 of Chapter 810 provides for continuance in 
office of the two present special justices, but that no vacancy in 
their offices shall be filled.
Respectfully submitted,
J oseph  K. C ollins,
Executive Secretary
301 New Court House 
Boston, Massachusetts
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FOREWORD TO APPENDICES
The tables pertaining to court costs, state and county combined, 
appearing in Appendix I, show an increase in gross of about $777,000, 
but a decrease in net costs of $163,265. However, the burden on the 
Commonwealth gross and net increased $80,303, and $214,146 
respectively, whereas in Suffolk County because of increases in fees, 
fines and forfeitures received, the net cost dropped by over $765,000, 
the greater part of the saving coming from the Municipal Court 
of the City of Boston where receipts rose over $483,000. The cost 
due to increases in salaries will begin to show in the year ending 
June 30, 1964.
Preceding the statistical tables of the work accomplished by the 
various courts, set forth in Appendix III, are brief comments on 
each court.
APPENDIX I
Computations of th e  C osts of O perating  the  Courts
The following sources of information furnished the bases for 
determining the cost of administering and operating the various 
courts of the Commonwealth.
1. Public Document No. 29 (Annual Report on the statistics of 
county finances for the year ending December 31, 1962, Bureau of 
Accounts, Department of Corporations and Taxation).
2. House Bill 3250, 1963 Session (estimates of county receipts 
and expenditures for the year ending December 31, 1963).
3. Budget Recommendations of his Excellency, Governor Endicott 
Peabody, for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1963, and ending 
June 30, 1964.
4. Financial Report of the Comptroller of the Commonwealth 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1963.
5. City of Boston and County of Suffolk Budget Recommenda­
tions for the fiscal year 1963.
6. Summary of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal year 
ending December 31, 1962, developed from the records of the Audit­
ing Department, City of Boston.
7. Records of Real Property Division of the City of Boston 
(material developed by personal contact and conference).
8. Records of County Commissioners and Treasurers examined.
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N E T  COST OF COURTS PAID BY T H E  COMMONW EALTH  
(For fiscal year ending June 30, 1963)
Supreme Judicial Court.........................................................................  $ 362,509.37
Superior Court......................................................................................  909,619.90
Probate and Insolvency Courts.............................................................. 1,014,849.17
Land Court............................................................................................  293,852.70
Board of Bar Examiners........................................................................  16,504.68
Judicial Council*....................................................................................  98,335.00
Administrative Committee of the District Courts................................ 16,000.00
Pensions (Retired Judges)...................................................................... 123,778.58
Probation Service...................................................................................  588,200.67
Suffolk County Courthouse, Maintenance (Acts of 1935, Chapter 474) .. 238,089.86
G r a n d  T o t a l ................................................................................................................................  $3,661,739.93
*$90,786 of this item  was for Massachusetts Defenders Committee.
SUPREM E JUDICIAL COURT
Justices’ Salaries....................................................................................  $152,904.70
Justices’ Travel......................................................................................  3,000.00
Clerk and Assistant Clerk Salaries.........................................................  24,524.54
Clerical Assistance to Clerk.................................................................... 5,379.00
Clerical Assistance to Justices................................................................  84,930.96
Court Expenses......................................................................................  8,000.00
Court Officers and Messenger Salaries...................................................  6,300.81
Clerk and Assistant Clerks for Suffolk County Salaries.........................  6,669.99
Social Law Library................................................................................. 3,500.00
Office of Executive Secretary.................................................................  33,680.53
Reporter of Decisions Salary..................................................................  15,000.00
Reporter of Decisions Clerical Assistance and Expenses
Total (Gross)..........................................................................................  $363,846.17
Less— Receipts................................................................................  1,336.80
T o t a l  ( N e t ) ..........................................................................................  $362,509.37
SUPERIOR COURT
Justices’ Salaries..........................................................
Justices’ Travel and Expenses.....................................
Assistant Clerk (Suffolk County)..............................
Court Expenses..........................................................
District Court Justices in Superior Court
Salaries...............................................................
Expenses.............................................................
Special District Court Justices (G. L., C. 212, s. 14E)
Total (Gross).........
Less— Receipts
$747,934.25
50,137.75
1,499.89
47,988.63
31,687.53
10,778.35
19,650.00
$909,676.40
— 56.50
T o t a l  ( N e t ) $909,619.90
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PROBATE AND INSOLVENCY COURTS
Judges’ Salaries (Additional Sittings)....................................................  $ 6,440.00
Judges’ Expenses...................................................................................  1,000.00
Reimbursement for Official Bonds.........................................................  500.00
Administrative Committee Expenses.....................................................  1,000.00
$ 8,940.00
B a r n s t a b l e  C o u n t y
Judge’s Salary...................................................................................  $ 14,000.00
Register’s Salary................................................................................  10,500.00
Assistant Register’s Salary................................................................  7 875.00
Clerical Assistance to Register...........................................................  17,066.15
$ 49,441.15
B e r k s h ir e  C o u n t y
Judge’s Salary.................................................................................... $ 14,000.00
Register’s Salary................................................................................  10,500.00
Assistant Register’s Salary................................................................. 7,875.00
Clerical Assistance to Register...........................................................  20,572.50
$ 52,947.50
B r is t o l  C o u n t y
Judges’ Salaries (2)............................................................................  $ 32,000.00
Register’s Salary................................................................................  12,000.00
Assistant Registers’ Salaries (2).........................................................  17,400.00
Clerical Assistance to Register...........................................................  57,393.00
$ 118,793.00
D u k e s  C o u n t y
Judge’s Salary.................................................................................... $ 6,000.00
Register’s Salary................................................................................  4,950.00
Clerical Assistance to Register........................................................... 3,601.00
$ 14,551.00
E s s e x  C o u n t y
Judges’ Salaries (2)............................................................................  $ 34,000.00
Register’s Salary................................................................................  12,750.00
Assistant Registers’ Salaries (3).........................................................  26,774.97
Clerical Assistance to Register...........................................................  66,184.75
$ 139,709.72
F r a n k l in  C o u n t y
Judge’s Salary.................................................................................... $ 9,999.88
Register’s Salary................................................................................  10,500.00
Assistant Register’s Salary................................................................. 7,875.00
Clerical Assistance to Register...........................................................  6,921.72
8 35,296.60
H a m p d e n  C o u n t y
Judges’ Salaries (2)............................................................................  $ 32,000.00
Register’s Salary................................................................................ 12,000.00
Assistant Registers’ Salaries (3).........................................................  25,200.00
Clerical Assistance to Register...........................................................  62,452.19
$ 131,652.19
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H a m p s h ir e  C o u n t y
Judges Salary................................................................................... $ 14,000.00
Register’s Salary...............................................................................  10,500.00
Assistant Register’s Salary................................................................ 7,875.00
Clerical Assistance to Register................................................................  7,673.50
$ 40,048.50
M id d l e s e x  C o u n t y
Judges’ Salaries (3).................
Register’s Salary.....................
Assistant Registers’ Salaries (5) 
Clerical Assistance to Register.
54,000.00
13.500.00
43.875.00 
176,596.50
$ 287,971.50
N a n t u c k e t  C o u n t y
Judge’s Salary...................................................................................  $ 6,000.00
Register’s Salary...............................................................................  4,950.00
Clerical Assistance to Register..........................................................  3,601.00
$ 14,551.00
N o r f o l k  C o u n t y
Judges’ Salaries (3)............................................................................ $ 54,000.00
Register’s Salary...............................................................................  13,500.00
Assistant Registers’ Salaries (3)........................................................  36,450.00
Clerical Assistance to Register..........................................................  65,798.50
$ 169,748.50
P l y m o u t h  C o u n t y
Judge’s Salary...................................................................................  $ 14,000.00
Register’s Salary...............................................................................  10,500.00
Assistant Register’s Salary................................................................  7,875.00
Clerical Assistance to Register..........................................................  35,360.13
$ 67,735.13
S u f f o l k  C o u n t y
Judges’ Salaries (3)........................................................................... $ 54,000.00
Register’s Salary...............................................................................  13,500.00
Assistant and Deputy Assistant Registers’ Salaries (7).....................  43,875.00
Clerical Assistance to Register..........................................................  206,729.56
$ 318,104.56
W o r c e s t e r  C o u n t y
Judges’ Salaries (2)...........................................................................  $ 34,000.00
Register’s Salary...............................................................................  12,750.00
Assistant Registers’ Salaries (4)........................................................  34,424.67
Clerical Assistance to Register..........................................................  64,715.15
$ 145,889.82
Total (Gross).........
Less—Receipts
$1,595,380.17
—580,531.00
T o t a l  ( N e t ) $1,014,849.17
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LAND COURT
Judges’ and Statutory Officers’ Salaries..................
Administration Expenses.........................................
Total (Gross)..........................................................
Less—Receipts.................................................
Total (Net)..............................................................
B o a r d  o f  B a r  E x a m in e r s
Administration Expenses.................................................
Less—Receipts........................................................
Total (Net)
Retired Judges
P e n s io n s
J u d ic ia l  C o u n c il
Administration Expenses.........................................................
Massachusetts Defenders Committee Administration Expenses
Total.......................................................................................
A d m in is t r a t io n  C o m m it t e e  o f  D is t r ic t  C o u r t s  
Administration Expenses...................................................................
PROBATION SERVICE
Office of Commissioner of Probation Salaries and Administration
Expenses............................................................................................
Committee on Probation Administration Expenses...............................
Superior Court*
Probation Officers’ Salaries. . . .  
Office—Supervisor of Probation
Total
SUFFOLK COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
Maintenance (Acts of 1935, Chapter 474).................................
TOTAL—-NET.........................................................................
•(B y  A cts of 1956, C h ap te r 731, Section 29, com pensation  of p robation  officers 
Superior C o u r t  is paid  b y  th e  Com m onw ealth .)
$  71,250.00
327,647.97
$ 398,897.97 
-105,045.27
$ 293,852.70
$ 38,914.68
-22,410.00
$ 16,504.68
$ 123,778.58
$ 7,548.83
90,786.17
$ 98,335.00
$ 16,000.00
$ 270,725.05 
697.39
$ 271,422.44
309,285.23
7,493.00
8 316,778.23 
$ 588,200.67
$ 238,089.86
$3,661,739.93
appo in ted  fo r the
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SUFFOLK COUNTY 
S u m m a r y  o p  C o u r t  E x p e n d it u r e s
Supreme Judicial Court..................................
Superior Court...............................................
Probate and Insolvency Court........................
Municipal Court of the City of Boston...........
Municipal Court of the Charlestown District..
East Boston District Court.............................
Municipal Court of the South Boston District. 
Municipal Court of the Dorchester District. . .
Municipal Court of the Roxbury District.......
Municipal Court of the West Roxbury District
Municipal Court of the Brighton District.......
District Court of Chelsea...............................
Boston Juvenile Court....................................
Pemberton Square Court House.....................
Social Law Library.........................................
Mental Health................................................
Pensions and Annuities...................................
Total...............................................................
* (Excess R eceip ts over E xp .).
Gross
$ 99,792.91
2,477,482.03 
115,537.63 
1,024,375.71
110.518.69 
132,584.53 
121,058.59
214.096.70 
497,937.77 
160,817.11 
108,736.95 
143,129.74 
165,035.28 
715,050.002 , 000.00
50,791.86
134,621.49
$6,273,566.99
N et
$ 97,111.11
2,302,721.64 
115,524.63 
1,761.77*
77.745.82 
75,955.96 
47,278.48 
68,157.17
160,174.74
89.993.83 
22,196.47*
123,200.44
165,010.28
475,084.272 ,000.00
46,816.16
134,621.49
$3,957,437.78
SUFFOLK COUNTY 
C it y  o p  B o s t o n  
C o u n t y  C o u r t  E x p e n d it u r e s
S u p r e m e  J u d ic ia l  C o u r t
Clerk’s Office for 
Suffolk County
Salaries & Expenses $ 99,792.91
Less—Receipts —$2,681.80
Total (Net) 97,111.11
S u p e r io r  C o u r t
General Expenses*
Salaries & Expenses $ 149,975.72
Court Officers’ Division**
Salaries & Expenses 382,835.31
Criminal Expenses 
Clerks & Clerical 
Assistants, etc.
Salaries & Expenses $323,410.12 
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 107,217.48
Witnesses (Fees, etc.) 48,928.38 
District Attorney’s
Office 280,848.62
Probation Departm’t 86,640.87
Total (Gross) Criminal 
Less—Receipts
847,045.47
-$84,330.98
Total (Net) Criminal 762,714.49
•(S tenog raph ic  and  confidential m essenger; also furnishes supplies, m aterials  an d  equ ipm ent for 
b o th  C ivil an d  C rim inal Sessions.)
• • (D e p u ty  Sheriffs and  C o u rt Officers; salaries, expenses, etc. fo r C ivil and  C rim inal Sessions.)
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Civil Expenses 
Clerics & Clerical 
Assistants, etc. 
Salaries & Exp. 
Masters 
Auditors
Jurors (Fees, etc.)
$614,240.42
31,219.87
159,012.02
293,153.22
Total (Gross) Civil 
Less—Receipts
Total (Net) Civil
Grand Total (Net) 
Superior Court
$1,097,625.53
-$90,429.41
$1,007,196.12
$2,302,721.64
General Expenses 
Salaries & Expenses 
Less—Receipts
P r o b a t e  a n d  I n s o l v e n c y  C o u r t  
$ 115,537.63
-$13.00
Total (Net) $ 115,524.63
M u n ic ip a l  C o u r t  o f  t h e  C it y  o f  B o s t o n
General Expenses 
Salaries & Expenses 
Receipts
$1,024,375.71
$1,026,137.48
( ‘Excess R eceipts over E xp .).
($1,761.77+)*
M u n ic ip a l  C o u r t  o f  t h e  C h a r l e s t o w n  D is t r ic t
General Expenses 
Salaries & Expenses $ 98,503.69 
Maintenance* 12,015.00
Total (Gross) $110,518.69
Less—Receipts —$32,772.87
Total (Net) $77,745.82
•(A bout one-half of build ing  is used  b y  Police D ep a rtm en t an d  C ivil D efense; bea ting  expense is paid 
by Police D epartm en t.)
E a s t  B o s t o n  D is t r ic t  C o u r t
General Expenses 
Salaries & Expenses $111,093.43 
Maintenance* 21,491.10
Total (Gross) $132,584.53
Less—Receipts —$56,628.57
Total (Net) $75,955.96
*(Building used 100%  b y  C o u rt; Police D ep a rtm en t supplies h e a t; O pera ting  Personnel charged 
to  Boston Real P ro p erty  D ivision.)
M u n ic ip a l  C o u r t  o f  t h e  S o u t h  B o s t o n  D is t r ic t
General Expenses 
Salaries & Expenses $106,744.59 
Maintenance* 14,314.00
Total (Gross) $121,058.59
Less—Receipts -$73,780.11
Total (Net)
•(Court uses about one-third of building.)
$47,278.48
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M u n ic ip a l  C o u r t  o f  t h e  D o r c h e s t e r  D is t r ic t
General Expenses
Salaries & Expenses $189,386.70 
Maintenance* 24,710.00
Total (Gross) $214,096.70
Less—Receipts —$145,939.53
Total (Net) $68,157.17
* (B uilding used  100% b y  C ourt.)
M u n ic ip a l  C o u r t  o f  t h e  R o x b u r y  D is t r ic t
General Expenses
Salaries & Expenses $466,317.07 
Maintenance* 31,620.70
Total (Gross) $497,937.77
Less—Receipts —$337,763.03
Total (Net) $160,174.74
•(B uild ing  used  100%  b y  C ourt.)
M u n ic ip a l  C o u r t  o f  t h e  W e s t  R o x b u r y  D is t r ic t
General Expenses
Salaries & Expenses $136,351.51 
Maintenance* 24,465.60
Total (Gross)
Less—Receipts
Total (Net)
•(B uild ing  used  100%  b y  C ourt.)
$160,817.11
-$70,823.25
$89,993.86
M u n ic ip a l  C o u r t  o f  t h e  B r ig h t o n  D is t r ic t
General Expenses
Salaries & Expenses $ 85,483.20 
Maintenance* 23,253.75
Total (Gross) 
Receipts
•(75%  of build ing  used b y  C ourt.) 
••E xcess receip ts over E xp .
$108,736.95
$130,933.42
($22,196.47+)**
D is t r ic t  C o u r t  o f  C h e l s e a
General Expenses
Salaries & Expenses $122,593.94 
Maintenance* 20,535.80
Total (Gross)
Less—Receipts
$143,129.74
-$19,929.30
Total (Net)
•(A b o u t tw o-th ird s of build ing  is used  b y  C ourt.)
$123,200.44
General Expenses 
Salaries & Expenses 
Less—Receipts
B o s t o n  J u v e n il e  C o u r t  
$165,035.28
$25.00
Total (Net) $165,010.28
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P e m b e r t o n  S q u a r e  C o u r t  H o u s e
Maintenance
Salaries & Expenses $715,050.31
Less—Statutory share 
of Commonwealth and 
telephone commis­
sions -$239,966.04
Total (Net) $475,081.27
S o c ia l  L a w  L ib r a r y
General Expenses Ç2 000.00
M e n t a l  H e a l t h
General Expenses
Salaries & Expenses $50,791.86
Less—Receipts -$3,975.70
Total (Net) $46,816.16
P e n s io n s  a n d  A n n u i t i e s
General Expenses* $134,621.49
’ (This represents an n u a l p ay m en t to  non-con tribu ting  m em bers charged to  Suffolk C o u n tv  for
Judiciary, etc.)
BARNSTABLE
Clerk of Courts 
Salaries & Expenses 
Probate Court & 
Registry
Salaries & Expenses 
Law Libraries 
Salaries & Expenses 
Superior Court
C o u n t y  C o u r t  E x p e n d it u r e s  
$23,183.19
7,082.43
4,902.88
C rim inal 
Court Officers &
Stenographers $6,640.68
Probation Department 5,468.23
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 13,928.92
Witnesses (Fees, etc.) 4,394.52
District Attorney’s 
Office 4,184.21
Misc. Expenses 2,888.98
Civil
(Includes Supreme 
dicial & Land Cts.) 
Court Officers & 
Stenographers 
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 
Auditors 
Masters 
Misc. Expenses
Ju-
$ 7,790.00 
10,967.57 
2,477.75 
1,422.00 
1,219.48
37,505.54
District Courts 
Salaries & Expenses 
(Includes courthouse 
rentals)
Courthouse Mainte­
nance & Operation
23,876.80
126,955.06
30,054.63
Total (Gross) $253,560.53
Less—Receipts -45,761.36
Total (Net) $207,799.17
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BERKSHIRE
C o u n t y  C o u r t  E x p e n d it u r e s
Clerk of Courts
Salaries & Expenses $23,981.76
Probate Court &
Registry
Salaries & Expenses 6,548.98
Law Libraries
Salaries & Expenses 9,112.85
Superior Court
C rim in a l 
Court Officers &
Stenographers $5,129.10
Probation Department 5,924.44 
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 11,447.93
Witnesses (Fees, etc.) 957.36
District Attorney’s
Office 2,965.34
Misc. Expenses 3,369.23
29,793.40
C ivil
(Includes Supreme Ju­
dicial & Land Cts.)
Court Officers &
Stenographers $8,729.75
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 21,550.66
Auditors 8,151.28
Masters 1,921.47
Referees 706.50
Misc. Expenses 676.91
District Courts
Salaries & Expenses 
(Includes Courthouse 
rentals)
Courthouse Mainte­
nance & Operation
Total (Gross)
Less—Receipts
Total (Net)
Clerk of Courts
Salaries & Expenses 
Probate Court & 
Registry
Salaries & Expenses 
Law Libraries
Salaries & Expenses 
Superior Court
41,736.57
208,589.26
23,364.44
$343,127.26
-$71,073.96
$272,053.30
BRISTOL
C o u n t y  C o u r t  E x p e n d it u r e s  
$99,932.01
20,811.05
30,254.50
C rim in a l 
Court Officers & 
Stenographers 
Probation Department 
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 
Witnesses (Fees, etc.) 
District Attorney’s 
Office
Misc. Expenses
$14,601.50
16,927.60
46,497.95
12,060.24
20,659.38
10,932.51
$121,679.18
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C ivil
(Includes Supreme Ju­
dicial & Land Cts.) 
Court Officers & 
Stenographers 
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 
Auditors 
Masters 
Misc. Expenses
$46,025.00 
67,548.03 
7,463.25 
4,340.00 
4,479.55
District Courts 
Salaries & Expenses 
(Includes Courthouse 
rentals)
Courthouse Mainte­
nance & Operation 
Courthouse Bonded 
Debt Int. pd. 1962
129,855.83
408,932.85
167,448.66
5,470.00
Total (Gross)
Less—Receipts
Total (Net)
$984,384.08
-$123,053.92
$861,330.16
DUKES COUNTY 
C o u n t y  C o u r t  E x p e n d it u r e s
Clerk of Courts
Salaries & Expenses $ 4,328.20
Probate Court &
Registry
Salaries & Expenses 1,082.63
Law Libraries
Salaries & Expenses 780.51
Superior Court
C rim inal 
Court Officers &
Stenographers $1,013.79
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 1,902.51
Witnesses (Fees, etc.) 265.44
District Attorney’s 
Office 328.76
Misc. Expenses 223.81
Civil
(Includes Supreme Ju­
dicial & Land Cts.)
Court Officers &
Stenographers $793.50
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 284.14
Misc. Expenses 48.21
District Courts 
Salaries & Expenses 
(Includes Courthouse 
rentals)
Courthouse Mainte­
nance & Operation 
Courthouse Bonded 
Debt. Int. pd. 1962
3,734.31
1,125.85
18,460.37
3,918.20
4,950.00
Total (Gross)
Less—Receipts
$38,380.07
-$1,567.12
Total (Net) $36,812.95
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ESSEX
C o u n t y  C o u r t  E x p e n d it u r e s
Clerk of Courts
Salaries & Expenses $129,987.00
Probate Court &
Registry
Salaries & Expenses 30,465.88
Law Libraries
Salaries & Expenses 27,946.17
Superior Court
C rim ina l 
Court Officers & 
Stenographers 
Probation Department 
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 
Witnesses (Fees, etc.) 
Transcripts, Process, 
Extradition 
District Attorney’s 
Office
Misc. Expenses
$25,970.21
18,510.26
60,719.22
13,948.84
13,036.43
27,983.59
2,294.69
C ivil
(Includes Supreme Ju­
dicial & Land Cts.) 
Court Officers & 
Stenographers 
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 
Auditors 
Masters 
Misc. Expenses
$49,102.68
111,174.75
40,836.25
5,096.41
3,651.97
162,463.24
District Courts
Salaries & Expenses 
(Includes Courthouse 
rentals)
Courthouse Mainte­
nance & Operation 
Courthouse Bonded 
Debt Int. pd. 1962
209,862.06
645,623.31
163,039.50
4,825.00
Total (Gross)
Less—Receipts
Total (Net)
$1,418,692.69
-$179,585.57
$1,239,107.12
FRANKLIN
C o u n t y  C o u r t  E x p e n d it u r e s
Clerk of Courts
Salaries & Expenses $ 21,224.09
Probate Court &
Registry
Salaries & Expenses 3,077.88
Law Libraries
Salaries & Expenses 7,191.51
Superior Court
C rim in a l 
Court Officers &
Stenographers $1,874.96
Probation Department 1,280.03
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 7,396.74
Witnesses (Fees, etc.) 720.87
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District Attorney’s
Office $1,850.32
Mise. Expenses 781.50
$13,904.42
Civil
(Includes Supreme Ju­
dicial & Land Cts.)
Court Officers &
Stenographers $5,952.08
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 18,907.89
Auditors 243.00
Masters 63.00
Misc. Expenses 1,716.74
26,882.71
District Courts
Salaries & Expenses 56,734.19
(Includes Courthouse 
rentals)
Courthouse Mainte­
nance & Operation 16,331.15
Total (Gross)
Less—Receipts
Total (Net)
$145,345.95
-$17,377.20
$127,968.75
HAMPDEN
C o u n t y  C o u r t  E x p e n d it u r e s
Clerk of Courts
Salaries & Expenses 
Probate Court &
Registry
Salaries & Expenses 
Law Libraries 
Salaries & Expenses 
Superior Court
Crim inal 
Court Officers & 
Stenographers 
Probation Department 
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 
Witnesses (Fees, etc.) 
District Attorney’s 
Office
Misc. Expenses
$77,416.50
32,654.03
21,832.76
$16,191.88
12,563.21
30,634.72
6,283.10
7,259.84
8,541.25
Civil
(Includes Supreme Ju­
dicial & Land Cts.) 
Court Officers & 
Stenographers 
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 
Auditors 
Masters 
Misc. Expenses
$71,976.76
93,620.74
18,113.25
5,906.25
1,170.14
81,474.00
190,787.14
District Courts
Salaries & Expenses 552,117.56
(Includes Courthouse 
rentals)
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Courthouse Mainte­
nance & Operation $97,146.30
Total (Gross)
Less—Receipts
$1,053,428.29
-$179,460.61
Total (Net) $873,967.68
Clerk of Courts
HAMPSHIRE
C o u n t y  C o u r t  E x p e n d it u r e s
Salaries & Expenses 
Probate Court &
$24,860.16
Registry
Salaries & Expenses 
Law Libraries
8,948.08
Salaries & Expenses 
Superior Court 
Criminal 
Court Officers &
7,586.39
Stenographers $3,258.00
Probation Department 1,834.72
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 11,921.20
Witnesses (Fees, etc.) 2,834.20
District Attorney’s 
Office
Misc. Expenses
1,760.58
3,322.76
Civil
(Includes Supreme Ju­
dicial & Land Cts.)
24,931.46
Court Officers &
Stenographers $7,237.22
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 18,108.92
Auditors 1,894.50
Misc. Expenses 868.58
District Courts
28,109.22
Salaries & Expenses 
(Includes Courthouse 
rentals)
Courthouse Maint.e-
101,567.23
nance & Operation 16,282.50
Total (Gross)
Less—Receipts
$212,285.04
—$32,509.55
Total (Net) $179,775.49
Clerk of Courts
MIDDLESEX
C o u n t y  C o u r t  E x p e n d it u r e s
Salaries & Expenses 
Probate Court &
$31,693.30
Registry
Salaries & Expenses 
Law Libraries
69,789.01
Salaries & Expenses 
Superior Court 
Criminal
45,601.45
Court Officers &
Stenographers $133,189.88
Probation Department 50,112.99 
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 132,072.90
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Witnesses (Fees, etc.) $49,450.20 
District Attorney’s 
Office 79,109.96
Misc. Expenses 15,018.99
Civil
(Includes Supreme Ju­
dicial & Land Cts.)
Court Officers &
Stenographers $195,181.92
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 201,745.79
Auditors 114,821.89
Masters 14,672.70
Misc. Expenses 20,692.60
$458,954.92
District Courts 
Salaries & Expenses 
(Includes Courthouse 
rentals)
Courthouse Mainte­
nance & Operation
547,114.90
1,636,160.78
358,340.84
Total (Gross)
Less—Receipts
$3,432,896.20
-$402,803.41
Total (Net) $3,030,092.79
Clerk of Courts 
Salaries & Expenses 
Law Libraries 
Salaries & Expenses 
Superior Court*
C rim inal & Civil 
Grand Jury 
Probation Department 
Trial Jury 
Stenographer 
Sheriff & Deputies 
Witnesses 
Rent
Misc. Expenses
NANTUCKET 
C o u n t y  C o u r t  E x p e n d it u r e s
$3,800.00
549.00
$446.30
80.50
855.80
272.04
542.85
130.00
100.00 
316.35
District Courts 
Salaries & Expenses 
(Includes Courthouse 
rentals)
Courthouse Mainte­
nance & Operation
2,743.84
14,631.67
1,473.41
Total (Gross)
Less—Receipts
$23,197.92
-$3,142.48
Total (Net) $20,055.44
NORFOLK
C o u n t y  C o u r t  E x p e n d it u r e s
Clerk of Courts
Salaries & Expenses $70,377.61
Probate Court &
Registry
Salaries & Expenses 45,657.74
*(No expenditures for Auditors, Masters, etc. Civil and Criminal expenditures not separated.)
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Law Libraries
Salaries & Expenses $ 7,028.47
Superior Court 
C rim ina l 
Court Officers &
Stenographers $43,128.78 
Probation Department 14,795.06 
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 80,283.44
Witnesses (Fees, etc.) 19,427.09
District Attorney’s
Office 16,967.96
174,602.33
$26,813.32
50,525.42
30,763.05
3,105.00
111,206.79
605,036.18
C ivil
(Includes Supreme Ju­
dicial & Land Cts.) 
Court Officers & 
Stenographers 
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 
Auditors 
Masters
District Courts
Salaries & Expenses 
(Includes Courthouse 
rentals)
Courthouse Mainte­
nance & Operation 
Courthouse Bonded 
Debt Int. pd. 1962
Total (Gross)
Less—Receipts
Total (Net)
Clerk of Courts
Salaries & Expenses 
Probate Court & 
Registry
Salaries & Expenses 
Law Libraries
Salaries & Expenses 
Superior Court 
C rim ina l 
Court Officers & 
Stenographers 
Probation Department 
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 
Witnesses (Fees, etc.) 
District Attorney’s 
Office
Misc. Expenses
170,234.40
26,400.00
$1,210,543.52
PLYMOUTH
C o u n t y  C o u r t  E x p e n d it u r e s  
$ 60,967.85
40,600.49
8,142.70
$26,402.80
13,791.16
61,886.20
12,076.44
10,235.26
8,636.60
C ivil
(Includes Supreme Ju­
dicial & Land Cts.) 
Court Officers & 
Stenographers 
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 
Auditors 
Masters 
Misc. Expenses
$25,551.28
41,268.17
15,878.25
3,264.38
867.76
133,028.46
$157,493.00
$1,053,050.52
86,829.84
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District Courts
Salaries & Expenses 
(Includes Courthouse 
rentals)
Courthouse Mainte­
nance & Operation
$ 311,520.25 
63,177.50
Total (Gross)
Less—Receipts
Total (Net)
$704,267.09
-$102,703.37
$601,563.72
WORCESTER
C o u n t y  C o u r t  E x p e n d it u r e s
Clerk of Courts
Salaries & Expenses $
Probate Court &
Registry
Salaries & Expenses 
Law Libraries 
Salaries & Expenses 
Superior Court 
C rim inal 
Court Officers &
Stenographers $30,370.17 
Probation Department 19,576.45 
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 63,325.92
Witnesses (Fees, etc.) 16,549.68
District Attorney’s 
Office 24,096.18
Misc. Expenses 6,341.59
173,683.82
18,565.28
35,272.79
Civil
(Includes Supreme Ju­
dicial & Land Cts.)
Court Officers &
Stenographers $98,904.27
Jurors (Fees, etc.) 163,342.88
Auditors 48,323.91
Masters 2,497.20
Misc. Expenses 11,334.27
160,259.99
District Courts 
Salaries & Expenses 
(Includes Courthouse 
rentals)
Courthouse Mainte­
nance & Operation 
Courthouse Bonded 
Debt Int. pd. 1962
324,402.53
711,348.51
191,934.00
39,510.00
Total (Gross)
Less—Receipts
$1,654,976.92
-$183,673.70
Total (Net) $1,471,303.22
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SUMMARY OF COSTS OF ADMINISTERING AND OPERATING ALL 
COURTS IN THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Barnstable...................................
Berkshire.....................................
Bristol.........................................
Dukes County............................
Essex...........................................
Franklin......................................
Hampden....................................
Hampshire....................................
Middlesex.....................................
Nantucket.....................................
Norfolk........................................
Plymouth......................................
Suffolk..........................................
Worcester.....................................
Gross
8 4,371,119.50 
253,560.53 
343,127.26
984.384.08 
38,380.07
1,418,692.69
145,345.95
1,053,428.29
212,285.04
3,432,896.20
23,197.92
1,210,543.52
704.267.09 
6,273,566.99 
1,654,976.92
Net
$ 3,661,739.93 
207,799.17 
272,053.30 
861,330.16 
36,812.95 
1,239,107.12 
127,968.75 
873,967.68 
179,775.49 
3,030,092.79 
20,055.44 
1,053,050.52 
601,563.72 
3,957,437.78 
1,471,303.22
Commitments*
$22,119,772.05 $17,594,058.02 
360,604.60
Total.. $17,954,662.02
'(T o ta l shown does not include Suffolk County. Some of the expense a ttendant to commitments is a 
proper court expense, b u t to determine the actual judicial cost would require an examination of each and 
every voucher subm itted for paym ent to the county treasurers in connection with commitments.)
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APPENDIX II
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
In  the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Four.
A n  A c t  R e g u l a t i n g  t h e  G r a n t i n g  o f  N e w  T r i a l s  
i n  C r i m i n a l  C a s e s
Be, it enacted, etc.
Section 29 of Chapter 278 of the General Laws, as most recently- 
amended by Chapter 310, Section 1 of the Acts of 1962, is hereby 
stricken out and the following section substituted therefor:-—
Section 29. If it appears to the court that justice has not been 
done, a justice of the Superior Court may at any time, upon motion 
in writing of the defendant, grant a new trial for any cause for 
which by law a new trial may be granted.
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APPENDIX III
R e p o r t  o f  t h e  S t a t i s t i c s  o f  t h e  W o r k  A c c o m p l i s h e d  
b y  t h e  V a r i o u s  C o u r t s
The following statistics set forth the civil and criminal entries 
in the various courts of the Commonwealth (law and equity) for 
the years ending June 30, 1963, and 1962.
Supreme Judicial Court, law . . . 
Supreme Judicial Court, equity.
Superior Court, law.................
Superior Court, equity.............
CIVIL ENTRIES
1963
7 th Report
.................  953
..................  77
34,304
5,096
Land Court...................................................
Probate Courts, probate................................  35,537
Probate Courts, divorce................................  9,657
Probate Courts, commitments.......................  1,269
1,030
39,400
5,630
46,463
District Courts, net after removals................ 82,701
District Courts, supplementary process......... 33,368
District Courts, small claims.........................  79,238
District Courts, commitments.......................  5,853
District Courts, reciprocal support................ 2,017
Total civil entries.
203,177
320,082
1962
6th Report
869 
61
36,113
4,717
35,506
8,828
1,323
Municipal Court of the City of Boston, net 
after removals............................................ 21,464 21,369
Municipal Court of the City of Boston, supple- 
mentary process......................................... 1,433 1,490
Municipal Court of the City of Boston, small 
claims........................................................ 1,309 1,468
Municipal Court of the City of Boston, re- 
ciprocal support......................................... 176 148
78,323
30,890
75,564
4,857
1,949
930
40,830
5,259
45,657
24,475
191,583
308,734
CRIMINAL ENTRIES
Superior Court, indictments..........................
Superior Court, actions on bail bonds. ..........
Superior Court, complaints after waiver of 
indictments................................................
Municipal Court of the City of Boston,
general.............................. ........................  62,323
Municipal Court of the City of Boston, 
inquest.......................................................
District Courts, general.................................  337,957
District Courts, inquests..........................
Boston Juvenile Court.............................
Total criminal entries..............................
8,898
74
8,498
39
42
9,014
32
8,569
, 52,794
1
62,324
337,991
1,119
0
- 52,794
304,277
886
,
34
304,254
23
410,448 366,526
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Su prem e  J udicial  C ourt
During the judicial year ending June 30, 1963, the Supreme 
Judicial Court cleared its docket again except for one case that 
went over to a fall consultation. In all there were 273 cases decided 
with opinions, 63 of which were rescripts. As usual the Superior 
Court supplied most of the cases on appeal, 32 of them being 
criminal cases, and 99 of them law cases on the civil side, 76 of them 
equity cases and one a workman’s compensation case. There were 
26 cases that came from the Probate Courts, 8 from the Land Court, 
9 from the Municipal and District Courts, and there were 14 law 
cases and 8 equity cases that originated in the Supreme Judicial 
Court at the county court level. The court gave 3 advisory opinions 
under the constitution.
The average time from entry of a case in the Supreme Judicial 
Court to decision is slightly over 5 months. About 70% of the 
expired time is from the time of entry to the date of consultation. 
Of the 273 cases decided by the court, 16, or 6%, came from the 
trial court on report without decision. Of the remaining 257 — in 
78, or 29%, the lower court decision was reversed; in 175, or 64%, 
it was affirmed, and in 4, or 1%, it was affirmed with modification. 
In only 22 cases out of the 273 was there submission of briefs without 
oral argument. By counties the origins of the appeals or exceptions 
are as follows:—•
Barnstable..............................................................  7
Berkshire................................................................  2
Bristol....................................................................  13
Essex......................................................................  12
Hampden................................................................ 17
Hampshire................................................................. 3
Middlesex...............................................................  57
Norfolk................................................................... 18
Plymouth................................................................ 7
Suffolk....................................................................  109
Worcester...............................................................  28
T o t a l ...................................................................................................... 27 3
Suprem e  J udicial C ourt for  th e  C ounty  of  Su ffo lk  
(Sing le  J ustice  Se ssio n )
I give below the report of the clerk for the county court. I t shows 
the nisi prius work of the single justice session and of the county 
clerk’s office. Except during the weeks of consultation and a few 
weeks in the summer months, a single justice sits in Boston every 
Wednesday to hear a list of nisi prius cases. He is always accessible 
for emergency hearings or ex parte matters.
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REPORT OF CLERK FOR SUFFOLK COUNTY
Transferred  to Prerogative Petitions fo r  A dm ission
¡superior Court W rits  to the B ar
32 82 825
L a w  Docket
Petitions for Admission to the Bar..................................................  825
Petitions for Writ of Mandamus.....................................................  32
Petitions for Writ of Habeas Corpus...............................................  21
Petitions for Writ of Error..............................................................  19
Petitions to Establish Truth of Exceptions......................................  13
Appeals from Decision of Appellate Tax Board...............................  13
Applications for Discharge Under C. 123, §91.................................  7
Petitions for Information................................................................. 4
Applications for Stay of Execution under C. 279, §4.......................  3
Petitions for Writ of Certiorari........................................................ 3
Petitions for Writ of Prohibition.....................................................  3
Petitions for Leave to Appeal under C. 215, §15.............................  2
Application to Examine and Investigate a Public Charity under
C. 12, §8......................................................................................  1
Bill for Declaratory Judgment......................................................... 1
Petition for Contempt under C. 211, §3..........................................  1
Petition to Stay Proceedings under C. 215, §§ 23, 24......................  1
Petition for Late Payment of Entry Fee.........................................  1
Petition for Leave to Reproduce Record by Lithographing.............  1
Petition for Late Entry of Bill of Exceptions under C. 211, § 11... . 1
Order for Dismissal of Certain Cases of Law and Equity of the 
Supreme Judicial Court for the County of Suffolk....................... 1
Total entries on law docket.............................................................  953
E q u ity  Docket
Petitions for Dissolution.................................................................. 11
Bills of Complaint...........................................................................  8
Bills in Equity.................................................................................  5
Petitions for Declaratory Judgment................................................  5
Petitions under Cy Pres Doctrine.................................................... 5
Petitions for Leave to Appeal Late under C. 214, § 28.................... 5
Petitions for Dissolution under C. 155, § 50A (about 5,000
corporations)................................................................................ 4
Petitions under C. 25, § 5 ................................................................  5
Petitions for Modification of Decree of Superior Court.................... 3
Petitions to Establish Truth of Exceptions...................................... 3
Petitions for Dissolution under C. 472, Acts of 1962........................ 3
Petitions for Stay of Proceedings Pending Appeal...........................  2
Petitions for Appointment of Trustees............................................. 2
Petitions for Late Appeal under C. 211, § 15...................................  2
Petitions for Leave to File Bill of Review....................................... 3
Petitions for Injunction under C. 214, §9.......................................  2
Petitions for Distribution of Assets.................................................. 2
Petition for Instructions..................................................................  1
Petition under C. 204, § 23..............................................................  1
Petition for Late Entry of Appeal under C. 211, § 11...................... 1
Petition for Review under C. 175, § 113B.......................................  1
Petition for Modification of Decree under C. 215, §§ 23 and 24....... 1
Appeal from Decision and Order under C. 152, § 52F.....................  1
Order for Dismissal of Certain Cases of the Supreme Judicial Court 
for the County of Suffolk.............................................................  1
Total entries on equity docket................................................................ 77
Total entries on both dockets....................................................................  1,030
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S u p e r i o r  C o u r t
Following is the tip-in sheet giving the civil statistics for the 
Superior Court. All of the information contained therein is obtained 
from the offices of the clerks in the fourteen counties. Apparently 
there was no uniform rule that the transfer of cases to the non- 
triable docket was to cease. As shown, it was “suspended” in four 
counties before the end of the accounting period, but continued 
in the other ten counties.
The court started the year with about three thousand fewer law 
cases on hand and had 1,809 fewer law entries, despite the fact 
that some counties, for example, Norfolk and Essex, added as 
entries cases transferred in a prior year to a District Court and 
retransferred after trial in the year ending June 30, 1963. A sig­
nificant statistic to be watched is that in Columns 27 and 28, jury 
and nonjury cases triable, at issue, and awaiting trial. Here there 
is an increase over last year of nearly 1,100 in jury and of 224 in 
nonjury cases.
Equity entries were up 379 or slightly over 8%. Last year some 
of the Probate Judges who said they wanted complete concurrent 
jurisdiction in equity with the Superior Court made much of the 
fact that there were over 8,000 “pending” equity cases in the 
Superior Court. This revealed what was possibly a lack of compre­
hension about equity dockets in the Superior Court. There is 
nothing analogous to the non-triable docket on the equity side 
to which the dying wood can be transferred, so that among the 
pending cases on the equity docket there is always much inert 
material. For instance, in Middlesex County in the fall of 1963 
there were over 1,300 cases pending in the Equity docket, but less 
than 400 of them were triable cases. Some of the inert matter was 
composed of cases in which a restraining order or temporary in­
junction was obtained at the outset and no further action taken 
by either party; in others, for example, a receiver had been appointed 
and hadn’t filed a report. It might be well to have more frequent 
calls of the equity docket so that the deadwood can be shaken out 
and the word “pending” have more meaning.
The statistics of the criminal business will be found in a full spread 
adjacent to the tip-in of civil statistics. They show that the 5,056 
cases on hand at the beginning of the judicial year were almost
1,000 higher than at the beginning of the previous year. In addition 
the totals of indictments, indictments waived, and' complaints filed, 
after waiver show a net increase in cases involving serious crimes 
of 240 on top of the previous year’s increase of 292. In the section 
on Court Congestion, par. 17, comment is made on a 53% increase 
in cases involving serious crime for the six-year span 1957-1963.
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The appellate division for the review of sentences under General 
Laws, Chapter 278, Section 28A sat eight days in the year ending 
June 30, 1903. The tabulation of its cases follows:—
Appeals pending June 30, 1962................................  54
Appeals tiled............................................................
Total...............................
Sentences modified.................
Sentences increased................
Appeals dismissed...................
Appeals withdrawn.............
Appeals pending June 30, 1963
14
3
55
158
120
Total. 350
CIVIL BUSINESS STATISTICS OF THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1963, AS REPORTED BY CLERKS OF SAID COURTS
1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 ! 10 1 11 1 12 ! 13 1 14 1 15 1 16 ! 17 ! 18 1 19 1 20 1 21 1 22 1 23 1 24 1 25 1 26 1 27 1 28 29 1 30 1 31 1 32 1 33 1 34 1 35 36 1 37 1 38 1 39 1 40 1 41
C o u n t ie s
Law Cases 
Start of 
Year
No. Cases Entered During Year Trials by Superior 
Court 
Judges
No. Jury Verdicts 
(Ordered—Not Ordered)
No.
Findings
(Law)
.Non-triable Docket Remaining Active— 
Law Docket 
End of Year
Disposed of
Triable 
at Issue 
Awaiting 
Trial
"tíCOtí
O
'tí*
W
Remaining
Undisposed
of
Cases
Marked
Inactive
Inactive
Dismissed
Ouo += tí<v zn 
B  »tí ODzn te 
Q
Equity
"tí
tí
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w
t íO
Vi
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Vi
c3o
. "tí<Dti©
tí
H
O
"tíCD
ViOCU
Vi
3
s
*3
3
3<Dtí
J-i
B  »tí cozn bfi. "tí
Vi .
3 6
H
Transferrec
to
Remaining
on
J. N.J.
Orig.
Writs
Removals By
Total
Entries J. N.J. j. N.J. j . N.J. Aud Other Aud. Other J. N.J. J. N.J. J. N.J. J. N.J.J. N.J. Ptff. Dft. Both Court
P
O.
tff.
N.O.
D
O.
ft.
N.O. Ptff. Dft. J. N.J.
Ba r n st a b l e
Contracts.......... 74 54 86 0 26 0 0 112 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 8 9 64 36 6 65 0 52 57 16 0 72 45 2 1 12 6Motor lorts 117 6 . 7C 0 23 0 5 98 18 0 0 8 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 0 107 6 1 99 0 4 97 5 0 111 6 2 0 2 0Other Torts 66 8 39 0 8 0 0 47 11 0 . 0 3 2 3 0 0 1 0 8 1 65 4 0 38 0 5 57 2 0 73 5 1 0 4 1Land Takings... 91 1 47 0 0 0 0 47 6 7 0 6 0 0 7 0 1 0 7 0 93 1 0 30 0 8 91 1 0 100 1 5 0 6 0All Others......... 0 '21 12 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 23 0 0 0 9 0 8 0 0 24 0 1 0 2
TOTALS....... 348 90 254 0 57 0 5 316 36 9 0 18 4 5 7 1 2 0 27 11 329 70 7 232 0 78 302 32 0 356 81 10 2 24 9 46M 294 152 172 274 10
Be r k s h ir e
Contracts.......... 66 40 76 0 21 0 0 97 0 6 0 0 0 0 8 3 4 0 16 10 52 25 5 58 1 36 46 13 0 68 35 1 5 1 6Motor Torts... . 218 11 215 0 22 0 0 237 7 0 0 4 0 8 0 0 10 0 24 4 215 7 32 178 1 5 204 3 0 239 11 2 . 2 2 0Other Torts. . . . 103 13 48 0 4 0 0 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 18 4 58 5 1 75 0 7 53 3 0 76 9 4 3 2 2Land Takings... 107 0 23 0 0 0 0 23 18 2 0 18 0 1 2 0 6 0 11 0 47 0 5 67 0 0 44 0 0 58 0 4 0 2 0All Others......... 0 4 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 0
TOTALS....... 494 68 364 0 47 0 0 411 25 8 0 22 0 9 10 3 29 0 69 19 372 40 43 378 2 50 347 19 0 441 59 11 11 7 8 51M 260 160 150 270 3
Bristol
Contracts.......... 199 125 141 0 53 0 2 196 6 14 0 3 1 5 10 5 4 10 13 27 141 65 9 137 1 101 129 61 1 154 92 4 11 14 28Motor Torts.. . . 1,250 77 635 0 312 0 31 978 87 5 0 73 2 78 2 1 40 4 80 9 1,167 44 39 924 2 67 1,158 43 0 1,247 53 10 0 24 4Other Torts. . . . 392 27 195 0 40 0 5 240 20 2 3 7 10 4 0 2 16 5 30 7 305 24 3 268 0 21 286 21 1 335 31 3 2 10 4Land Takings... 270 15 106 0 0 0 0 106 32 0 0 32 0 0 0 0 11 1 18 4 271 6 0 84 0 7 272 6 0 289 10 3 2 1 0All Others......... 14 28 42 0 5 0 1 48 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 3 20 21 0 6 0 40 20 1 0 21 24 0 2 0 4
TOTALS....... 2,125 272 1,119 0 410 0 39 1,568 145 24 3 115 13 87 13 10 71 21 142 50 1,904 160 51 1,419 3 236 1,865 132 2 2,046 210 20 17 49 40 236 456 312 406 362 24
D ukes
Contracts......... 0 8 5 0 0 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 6 0 0 0 5 3 6 0 3 6 0 0 0 0Motor Torts... . 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Other Torts. . . . 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0Land I  akings... 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0All Others......... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS....... 7 9 7 0 0 0 0 7 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 6 0 0 0 8 9 6 0 9 6 0 0 0 0 3 4 2 2 4 1
E ssex
Contracts.......... 419 255 444 0 87 0 4 535 5 7 0 4 0 1 5 2 " t í " t í 58 83 436 180 18 262 19 153 355 54 0 494 263 24 35 33 28Motor Torts. . . . 1,502 53 1,041 0 491 0 21 1,553 90 8 0 41 1 46 7 1 " § " t í 116 26 1,461 33 230 1,201 12 29 1,127 16 0 1,577 59 45 10 45 3Other Torts...... 498 34 406 0 73 0 0 479 18 2 0 9 2 4 2 0 <D O 55 9 526 36 26 340 1 18 441 18 0 581 45 24 4 22 6Land Takings.. . 557 4 114 0 0 0 0 114 16 32 0 18 0 0 19 0 c uVi c uVi 20 0 433 3 3 174 0 42 404 2 0 453 3 - 7 0 6 0All Others......... 6 48 52 1 0 0 0 53 0 9 0 0 0 0 2 7 tízn t íin 2 10 1 45 0 2 0 47 1 3 0 3 55 0 4 0 6
TOTALS....... 2,982 394 2,057 1 651 0 25 2,734 129 58 0 72 3 51 35 10 251 128 2,857 297 277 1,979 32 289 2,328 93 0 3,108 425 100 53 106 43 399 715 659 432 943 39
Franklin
Contracts.......... 16 8 24 0 3 0 0 27 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 <D"tí CD" t í 0 1 14 14 0 18 3 0 13 8 0 14 15 1 2 0 1Motor Torts. .  .  . 171 0 106 0 5 0 2 113 11 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 tíCO tí<X> 7 0 176 0 0 1Ó1 0 0 154 0 0 179 0 5 0 10 0Other Torts...... 27 1 18 0 0 0 0 18 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 CUVi cuv¡ 1 2 22 0 0 21 0 0 20 0 0 28 0 1 2 4 0Land Takings.. . 99 0 31 0 0 0 0 31 4 2 0 4 0 0 2 0 tízn tí 0 0 110 0 0 20 0 0 101 0 0 110 0 9 0 2 0All Others......... 0 5 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 3 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 1 4 0 1 0 0
TOTALS.............. 313 14 180 0 8 0 2 190 17 3 0 17 0 0 4 0 8 4 322 17 0 163 3 0 288 11 0 332 19 16 5 16 1 48 35 18 19 34 1
H am eien
Contracts.......... 363 172 188 0 41 0 1 230 15 4 0 2 1 0 4 2 0 0 106 79 197 61 9 225 0 88 197 61 0 303 140 55 71 10 8Motor lo rts . . . . 2,733 58 1,365 0 451 0 71 1,887 136 2 0 151 31 141 2 0 41 0 245 18 1,901 4 90 2,374 0 46 1,901 4 8 2,146 22 235 3 95 3Utner lorts .............. 630 10 363 0 80 0 3 446 32 1 0 14 12 10 1 0 10 0 105 4 481 1 0 490 0 5 481 1 0 586 5 64 3 10 6Land Takings.. . 169 1 80 0 0 0 0 80 17 0 0 9 0 1 0 0 4 0 26 0 159 1 0 64 0 0 159 1 0 185 1 18 1 4 0All Others......... 0 51 32 0 0 0 0 32 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 49 0 0 0 34 0 49 0 0 49 0 15 0 3
TOTALS....... 3,895 292 2,028 0 572 0 75 2,675 201 9 0 176 44 152 7 2 55 0 482 101 2,738 116 99 3,153 0 173 2,738 116 8 3,220 217 372 93 119 20 460 635 310 252 693 20
H a m p s h ir e
Contracts.......... 60 14 23 0 8 0 1 32 0 1 0 0 0 6 0 1 "tí "tí 5 5 39 4 2 43 9 0 25 2 0 44 9 3 1 1 1Motor lo rts .. .. 234 4 150 0 36 0 4 190 9 0 0 4 0 14 0 0 "tí "tí 16 0 195 1 0 208 8 1 194 0 0 211 1 7 0 8 0Utner lorts...... 63 1 16 0 3 0 1 20 7 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 tí<D tí<D 4 0 29 0 0 49 1 0 27 0 0 33 0 2 0 2 0Land Takings... 96 0 23 0 0 0 0 23 7 2 0 7 0 0 0 0 CUVi aVi 1 0 86 0 0 32 0 0 57 0 0 87 0 12 0 6 0A il Utners......... 1 12 5 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 tízn tízn 1 5 2 5 0 0 4 0 2 4 0 3 10 1 3 0 2
TOTALS....... 454 31 217 0 47 0 6 270 23 3 1 13 1 20 1 1 27 10 351 10 2 332 22 1 305 6 0 378 20 25 4 17 3 69 97 24 30 92 3
M i d d l e s e x
Contracts.......... 881 488 716 0 215 0 12 943 21 10 1 8 6 5 6 4 8 0 118 120 703 376 83 606 40 300 528 184 2 821 496 52 62 54 575,311 273 3,855 0 1,178 0 171 5,204 160 23 0 89 11 105 11 12 64 6 557 79 4,770 278 691 4,229 59 246 3,906 211 86 5,327 357 167 41 168 351,546 97 930 0 156 0 19 1,105 103 7 0 26 46 31 5 2 15 0 138 25 1,314 94 36 1,118 8 72 1,069 67 10 1,452 119 45 16 53 10Land Xiikiu^B.. . 734 16 268 0 0 0 2 270 46 38 0 46 0 0 38 0 3 0 15 0 630 28 0 260 5 72 573 25 0 645 28 51 0 33 3A il Utners......... 23 184 162 1 10 0 4 177 1 3 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 1 4 37 12 164 0 16 0 152 5 54 0 16 201 0 23 3 12
TOTALS....... 8,495 1,058 5,931 1 1,559 0 208 7,699 331 81 1 171 63 141 63 18 90 7 832 261 7,429 940 810 6,229 112 842 6,081 541 98 8,261 1,201 315 142 311 117 818 1,024 831 527 1,332 182
N a n t u c k e t
Contracts.................... 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 0 2 05 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 5 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 02 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 4 0 0 3 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0.Lana 1  akings. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 2 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
TOTALS............... 10 6 9 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 6 0 9 0 0 10 6 0 10 6 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
N o r f o l k
Contracts.......... 305 178 294 0 118 0 7 419 10 8 0 3 1 4 7 0 4 0 53 43 287 144 13 233 9 128 293 106 0 340 187 24 22 25 441,339 104 1,205 0 451 0 60 1,716 101 11 0 46 6 38 8 2 18 4 120 32 1,120 78 396 1,240 91 70 1,164 90 3 1,240 110 33 5 34 12407 49 330 0 64 0 1 395 66 12 1 17 15 16 5 2 7 0 51 11 383 40 12 310 3 59 394 41 0 434 51 19 8 12 12Land ^Takings.. . 196 15 111 0 0 0 0 111 29 4 0 19 0 0 5 0 0 0 25 9 132 0 0 130 0 12 162 4 0 157 9 17 0 7 17 96 80 0 4 0 0 84 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2
15 5 81 0 4 0 80 7 71 0 7 96 0 12 1 10
TOTALS.............. 2,254 442 2,020 0 637 0 68 2,725 207 35 1 85 22 58 25 4 29 4 251 110 1,927 -343 421 1,917 103 349 2,023 312 3 2,178 453 93 47 79 79 300 581 299 449 431 12
P l y m o u t h
Contracts.................... 217 101 148 0 41 0 3 192 10 2 1 3 3 3 1 1 3 0 11 18 151 88 11 174 7 61 131 43 0 162 106 3 15 3 21860 39 471 0 218 0 43 732 52 3 0 24 3 17 5 2 19 0 57 3 840 42 158 529 5 16 773 16 0 897 45 9 1 1 3Utner lorts .............. 271 11 119 0 27 0 2 148 23 3 2 5 6 1 0 2 2 0 16 1 245 24 11 133 0 6 212 14 0 261 25 9 1 4 1Land Takings.. . 157 1 92 0 0 0 0 92 34 0 0 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 167 4 0 76 0 1 161 0 0 170 4 1 0 1 041 35 19 1 0 0 0 20 2 4 0 0 0 0 4 5 1 0 0 0 1 32 0 1 0 25 0 12 0 1 32 0 4 0 8
TOTALS....... 1,546 187 849 1 286 0 48 1,184 121 12 3 59 12 21 10 10 25 0 87 22 1,404 190 180 913 12 109 1,277 85 0 1,491 212 22 21 9 33 184 678 349 285 742 38
S u f f o l k
Contracts..................... 1,164 865 1,101 0 228 0 8 1,337 32 73 4 11 4 21 50 12 "tí "tí 194 271 1,039 676 29 691 16 425 988 576 100 1,233 947 81 123 84 144Motor lorts. . . . 7,233 992 4,967 0 1,357 0 279 6,603 91 37 3 82 6 54 36 14 "tí " t í 875 500 7,086 411 629 4,906 28 350 6,800 376 102 7,961 911 306 170 262 1413,791 321 1,871 0 259 0 19 2,149 84 17 3 45 23 23 7 9 tíCO tí<D 559 111 2,956 122 354 2,071 9 147 2,866 106 50 3,515 233 203 53 168 59Land Takings.. . 334 19 300 0 0 0 0 300 39 10 1 37 . 1 0 10 0 CUVi CU02 52 0 495 40 1 62 1 5 488 40 0 547 40 1 0 0 0133 447 423 0 5 0 11 439 2 90 0 1 1 0 39 19 t íin t ízn 17 157 132 346 6 84 2 272 130 251 66 149 503 11 69 35 55
TOTALS....... 12,655 2,644 8,662 0 1,849 0 317 10,828 248 227 11 176 35 98 142 54 0 0 1,697 1,039 11,708 1,595 1,019 7,814 56 1,199 11,272 1,349 318 13,405 2,634 602 415 549 399 1,883 2,838 1,489 1,238 3,089 441
W o r c e s t e r
Contracts.......... 316 164 415 6 48 0 5 474 14 7 1 11 1 1 4 3 11 1 52 42 248 100 33 307 6 166 233 101 0 300 142 22 22 8 61,877 110 2,186 10 136 0 44 2,376 85 10 1 59 6 44 8 2 40 2 191 25 1,389 37 60 2,545 5 111 1,361 37 2 1,580 62 55 14 12 7528 -49 568 2 11 0 0 581 34 4 0 12 9 13 3 1 8 1 59 8 381 13 38 634 5 20 364 13 0 440 21 17 3 4 2Land Takings.. . 306 17 140 0 0 0 0 140 48 17 0 48 0 0 17 0 27 0 43 2 147 10 8 223 0 30 133 10 0 190 12 6 2 1 08 47 114 0 2 0 1 117 1 8 0 0 0 1 7 1 0 0 2 7 3 34 0 9 1 116 2 34 0 5 41 1 2 0 8
TOTALS....... 3,035 387 3,423 18 197 0 50 3,688 182 46 2 130 16 59 39 7 86 4 347 84 2,168 194 139 3,718 17 443 2,093 195 2 2,515 278 101 43 25 23 631 416 491 507 400 12
G r a n d  T o t a l s . . 38,613 5,894 27,120 21 6,320 0 843 34,304 1,665 516 22 1,054 213 701 356 120 387 36 4,220 1,839 33,528 3,984 3,048 28,256 362 3,777 30,938 2,903 431 37,750 5,821 1,687 853 1,313 775 5,131 8,033 5,096 4,469 8,666 786
44,507 35,443 I 43,571 j
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ! 11 1 12 13 1 1 4 L i! 1 16 1 17 1 18 1 1 9 1 20 1 21 I 22 I 23 ! 24 I 25 1 26 1 27 1 28 i- 29 1 30 U L 1 32 1 33 U i . 35 1 36 1 37 38 1 39 1 40 1 41
N o t e : Divorce and Nullity cases in Superior Court totalled 13. Eleven of the fourteen counties had none. Hampshire County handled 7 and disposed of 4. The six remaining cases were docketed in Suffolk and Essex counties. Disposed of totals adjusted to reflect 
retransfer after trial of cases transferred or remanded to LOWER COURTS in a prior year.
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CRIMINAL BUSINESS STATISTICS OF THE SUPERIOR
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Number remaining at first of the year (7/1/62)........... 82 273 500 8
Number of indictments returned.................................. 182 46 893 14
Number of appeal cases entered................................... 126 115 581 14
Appeals withdrawn before sitting following entry......... 12 20 66 4
Appeals withdrawn after next sitting under G. L., C. 
278, § 25............................................................... 1 35 35 0
Appeals withdrawn during sitting*............................... 25 0 127 0
Number of actions on bail bonds for recognizances 
entered.................................................................. 0 0 10 0
Number disposed of in previous years brought forward 
for redisposition..................................................... 2 0 3 0
Indictments waived...................................................... 37 24 56 0
Number of complaints filed after waiver of indictment 0 0 0 0
Number disposed of during year.................................. 339 138 1,475 30
Number remaining at end of year................................ 52 265 330 6
Number of trials during year by Superior Court justices 38 14 96 5
Number of trials during year by District Court judges 55 17 135 0
Number awaiting trial at end of year........................... 32 206 263 6
Number of days during which a Superior Court justice 
sat for trials, dispositions or redispositions............ 23 ^ 27 61 4
Number of days during which a District Court judge sat 
in Superior Court.................................................. 26 15 55 0
♦In Suffolk County appeals in this category are included in the preceding classification.
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COURT FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1963
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201 49 502 139 694 4 807 352 1,223 222 5,056
548 41 337 119 1,518 2 819 709 2,828 842 8,898
675 44 250 70 1,034 16 609 633 2,195 124 6,486
85 6 22 9 0 5 41 59 190 28 547
44 8 11 5 206 0 22 26 87 8 488
74 13 16 19 65 0 84 82 0 40 545
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 64 0 74
80 3 0 0 124 2 25 279 970 24 1,512
140 4 47 9 30 0 40 8 48 491 940
0 0 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 37 42
1,128 67 481 165 2,807 17 1,397 1,256 5,746 1,484 16,530
313 47 607 139 343 0 756 558 1,305 180 4,901
55 4 44 24 318 5 108 43 764 148 1,666
84 3 9 19 146 0 156 90 249 125 1,088
307 36 545 58 320 0 746 56 996 170 3,741
83 12 63 9 369 3 59 76 619 148 1,556^
52 6 14 10 96 0 58 43 133 61 569
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P robate C ourts
As this report is written the statistics to which we refer are rather 
stale, for they are as of the calendar year ending December, 1962. 
They show a slight drop in entries, less than one per cent. Divorce 
entries, and decrees nisi, show an alarming increase, the entries 
jumping by 829 to a total of 9,657, a 9.3 per cent increase, and the 
decrees by 772 to 6,884, or a 12.6 per cent increase over last year. 
Suffolk and Worcester take the dubious honors here.
In the next report I trust that the new method of reporting estab­
lished by the Administrative Committee prior to the end of 1963 
will constitute an improvement.
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EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORTS OF THE REGISTERS OF
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Original entries (including divorce).............................. 889 988 3,159 113
Administrations allowed............................................... 188 288 787 24
Wills allowed................................................................ 298 307 761 34
Guardians appointed.................................................... 26 67 129 10
Conservators appointed................................................ 33 48 86 4
Trustees appointed....................................................... 33 32 51 0
Partitions..................................................................... 7 7 24 0
Real estate sales........................................................... 95 247 461 14
Separate support decrees.............................................. 8 47 114 0
Contempts and modifications................................ 27 70 10 0
Petitions dismissed................................................ 35 37 138 0
Desertion and living apart (allowed)........................... 1 16 10 1
Custody—minors (allowed).......................................... 1 11 10 0
Divorce:
Original entries...................................................... 207 246 715 20
Decrees nisi........................................................... 157 199 538 12
Other decrees and orders (including modifications
and contempts, etc.)....................................... 24 52 406 5
Dismissed under Rule 48....................................... 23 33 70 3
Adoptions..................................................................... 55 97 205 4
Commitments of mentally ill and feeble minded........... 0 4 0 0
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PROBATE FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1962
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3,906 607 3,341 960 9,932 46 4,244 2,497 9,303 5,209 45,194
1,290 139 799 229 2,403 15 926 576 2,205 1,348 11,217
1,160 171 641 221 2,296 18 1,130 514 1,182 1,143 9,876
243 20 152 49 401 2 195 108 333 245 1,980
143 31 111 27 411 0 159 66 279 162 1,560
142 11 48 16 284 2 219 62 186 142 1,228
12 2 12 0 29 0 11 6 24 5 139
613 66 301 119 943 4 407 313 505 518 4,606
77 2 53 9 1,113 1 301 39 1,374 1,299 4,437
17 25 2 0 1,100 2 221 15 153 148 1,790
76 0 2 3 0 0 191 116 291 134 1,023
35 3 2 0 31 2 8 3 8 5 125
39 7 9 8 0 1 22 5 98 0 211
748 156 1,082 179 2,069 3 660 596 1,677 1,299 9,657
559 116 706 135 1,386 3 482 439 1,270 882 6,884
346 125 1,065 565 376 3 911 610 3,314 659 8,461
119 6 153 12 243 0 85 89 314 128 1,278
336 48 386 58 729 6 324 211 450 241 3,150
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1,254 9 1,269
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L and C ourt
The statistics pertaining to this court show no substantial change 
from last year except that original registration entries rose from 
738 to 870, an increase of 17.8%, and Equity entries from 2,250 
to 2,554, an increase of 13.5%.
LAND COURT STATISTICS FROM JULY 1, 1962 TO JUNE 30, 1963
CASES ENTERED
Land registration..................................................................... 870
Land confirmation...................................................................  18
Land registration, subsequent.................................................  987
Tax lien................................................................................... 981
Equity.....................................................................................  2,554
Miscellaneous..........................................................................  220
Total cases entered........................................................... 5,630
Decree plans made..................................................................  719
Subdivision plans made...........................................................  913
Total plans made.............................................................. 1,632
Total appropriation.................................................................  $423,300.00
Fees sent to state treasurer...................................................... 98,838.41
Income from Assurance Fund applicable to expenses............... 13,123.30
Total expenditures...................................................................  398,768.99
Net cost to Commonwealth.....................................................  286,807.28
Assurance Fund, June 30, 1963................................................ 433,852.83
Assessed value of land on petitions in registration and confir­
mation cases entered...........    7,481,398.9?
CASES DISPOSED OF BY FINAL ORDER 
DECREE OR JUDGMENT BEFORE HEARING
Land registration.....................................................................  668
Land confirmation...................................................................  23
Land registration, subsequent.................................................. 987
Tax lien...................................................................................  784
Equity and miscellaneous........................................................  2,474
Total cases disposed of.....................................................  4,936
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M u n ic ipa l  C ourt of th e  C ity  of B oston
The criminal statistics of this court show some interesting in­
creases — non-parking automobile violations nearly doubled — from 
1,265 to 2,479. Parking violations were up over 10,000, i.e., over 
30%, from 32,230 to 42,579. Under the heading “Not Arrested, 
Pending for Trial or Sentence” there was an increase from 5,654 to 
12,711. Parking Tag office receipts were up from approximately 
$648,000 to $845,000 and court fines, fees and forfeitures up from 
$116,245 to $172,920. Another interesting aspect was the decrease 
in the amount of bail received, down from $102,581 to $46,450, the 
smallest amount received in many years. Possibly this is the result 
of the reappraisal in judicial thought concerning the efficacy of 
money bail except in special cases.
The civil statistics of this court show very little change except 
that cases tried jumped from 3,117, of which 768 were so-called 
“remands,” to 3,795 of which 1,336 were “remands.”1 Findings 
ran about 3 for plaintiff to 1 for the defendant. The average of 
plaintiff findings in contract cases was $355, and in tort cases $230.
CRIMINAL
Automobile violations..............................................................  2,479
Parking violations....................................................................  42,579
Domestic relations...................................................................  337
Drunkenness in court...............................................................  5,945
Drunkenness released by probation officer...............................  4,686
Other criminal cases................................................................. 5,830
Inquest entered........................................................................ 1
Search warrants issued.............................................................  466
Total................................................................................
D is p o s it io n s :
Pleas of guilty....................................................................
Pleas of not guilty.............................................................
Placed on file, dismissed, etc...............................................
Not arrested, pending for trial or sentence........................
Defendants acquitted.........................................................
Bound over to Grand Jury................................................
Defendants placed on probation (not including surrenders)
Defendants fined................................................................
Imprisonments...................................................................
Fines appealed...................................................................
Imprisonments appealed....................................................
N on-C k im in a l  P a r k in g  L a w :
Parking tags returned by violators....................................
F in a n c e s :
Received from parking tag office....... $845,142.80
Received from court fines, fees, for­
feitures, etc...................................  172,920.35
62,323
32,722
2,898
8,435
12,711
873
704
4,541
27,125
2,185
180
416
309,382
(1) In  popular use a t  the bar the term  “remand” is applied to all cases either transferred or remanded 
under G.L., C. 231, Sec. 102C. Strictly speaking a  remanded case is one th a t has been initiated in the 
lower court, removed by the defendant to the Superior Court and then remanded under Sec. 102C.
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Total received and turned over to Commonwealth
and City of Boston............................................  $1,018,063.15
Received as bail by court......................................  46,450.00
Total handled by the court $1,064,513.15
CIVIL
Contract
Contract
or
Tort Tort
All
Others Total
Actions entered......... 14,950 6,167 395 817 22,329
Actions removed to 
superior court........ 225 605 35 0 865
Net entries after 
removals................ 14,725 5,562 360 817 21,464
Actions defaulted...... 9,033 1,183 36 291 10,543
Trials*...................... 1,041 2,469 57 228 3,795
Plaintiff’s findings**.. 772 965 0 120 1,857
Defendant’s findings** 121 395 10 113 639
Appellate Division 
Reports allowed........ 5 3 3 0 11
Reports disallowed.. . 4 6 0 0 10
Cases heard.............. 9 3 0 0 12
Cases affirmed**....... 4 2 1 0 7
Cases reversed**....... 2 0 0 0 2
Cases consolidated 
under G.L., C. 223, 
§2 ......................... 8 55 1 0 64
Appeals to supreme 
judicial court 
perfected............... 1 0 0 0 1
Appeals to supreme 
judicial court 
affirmed................. 0 1 0 0 1
Appeals to supreme 
judicial court 
reversed................ 1 0 0 0 1
Plaintiff’s judgments 
total, viz.:
By default............. 9,857 203 0 252 10,312
After trial............. 772 965 0 120 1,857
By agreement....... 781 2,428 0 17 3,226
Defendant’s judgments 
total, viz.:
By non-suit........... 15 111 0 0 126
After trial.............. 121 395 10 113 639
By agreement........ 101 119 2 1 223
Neither party
agreement............. 229 177 11 2 419
Amount of plaintiffs’ 
judgments.............. $4,047,535.12 $826,830.52 0 $525.00 $4,874,890.64
Average of plaintiffs’ 
judgments............. $354.73 $229.93 0 $1.33 $316.66
*1,336 remanded cases included in to ta l tried.
♦•Some cases are heard before the reporting period and decided during i t  and some are heard drains 
the reporting period and decided during it.
STATISTICS OF THE DISTRICT COURTS OF MASSACHUSETTS FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1963 AS REPORTED BY THE CLERKS OF SAID COURTS
Compiled, by the Administrative Committee of District Courts (G.L. Ch. 218 S.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
DISTRICT COURTS 
arranged in 
accordance with 
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*|1 Central Worcester.................... 5,331 442 411 89 126 12 2 1,643 3,601 33,772 148 4,992 14,982 227 33 966 48 52,827 851 57 21 86,704.58 1,523 253 205 1 260 1 083t2. Springfield................................ 5,116 599 321 70 464 4 1 2,594 6,671 30,974 144 3,528 23,515 165 36 512 44 74,600 309 S3 67 103,395.48 1,273 179 69 951t3 East Norfolk, Quincy............... 4,564 487 183 47 226 3 1 2,177 2,429 7,650 121 1,785 4,026 294 14 335 23 9,071 21 27 11 71,724.49 421 85 51
J Z .
14. 1st East. Middlesex, Malden. . . 4,956 419 239 144 335 2 0 1,341 2,742 9,827 141 L182 7,389 178 31 318 22 63,642 26 24 16 76*440.36 443 177 94
|9 .
°|5. 3rd East. Middlesex, Cambridge 4,716 411 286 101 208 6 1 1,095 1,852 18,176 229 2,413 14,243 160 54 292 63 107,561 76 52 18 79j406.07 376 59 31 284
J4.
f6. Lowell....................................... 3,446 234 418 43 135 1 0 903 4,697 7,587 64 1,935 4,078 176 60 322 27 21,614 19 33 19 73,459.06 •187 44 26 185
JO.
|7 Dorchester................................ 2,613 368 1,132 815 527 1 0 1,654 2,535 12,126 249 1,602 8,551 171 112 429 16 52,682 10 71 24 67,613.21 499 201 100 566
yo.
t8. Southern Essex, Lynn.............. 3,185 192 361 72 198 3 0 1,857 2,725 7,987 91 2,418 3,722 193 151 299 13 31,207 2 36 12 117,399.66 43 17 T • •t9 3rd Bristol, New Bedford......... 2,499 285 247 56 267 3 1 402 2,845 4,732 99 1,524 1,081 214 203 323 3 6,112 65 28 21 52,406.22 175 42 19
ZoO
jlO 2nd Bristol, Fall River............. 1,788 247 152 38 73 2 0 262 2,406 3,488 148 1,183 1,539 124 63 305 7 19,500 76 42 10 34,624.51 151 48 28 120 78
Ty.
fll. Roxbury................................... 3,492 134 2,269 309 243 2 0 1,902 1,795 34,119 370 4,945 22,879 96 304 793 75 114,847 13 106 66 195,453.18 268 82 32 290 67|12. Lawrence.................................. 1,693 156 204 25 92 1 0 213 1,319 4,009 45 1,404 1,781 122 42 229 10 21,724 5 20 11 40,546.99 165 27 17 186
ji 1.
tl3. West Roxbury.......................... 970 39 462 142 47 0 0 827 993 8,646 203 777 7,157 50 3 443 6 18,595 5 30 9 44,628.21 176 7514. 4th East. Middlesex, Woburn. . 2,046 349 64 30 122 3 0 919 1,316 3,317 56 656 2Ì101 86 5 180 0 1,911 29 14 12 22,731.05 189 86 90
fl 3.
fl5. Northern Norfolk, Dedham. . . . 1,840 170 47 16 98- 0 1 651 950 2,237 118 463 R164 133 4 92 6 4,662 408 15 6 23*339.25 197 49 28116 First Essex, Salem.................... 2,445 191 85 54 174 4 0 427 1,135 3,148 60 846 1,360 115 11 109 8 8,009 245 23 7 45*159.45 192 18 1-5
fio.
|17. 2nd East. Middlesex, Waltham. 2,171 228 127 28 101 3 4 602 1,509 7,178 79 942 5,284 109 10 223 10 33,191 510 16 11 27,850.70 176 59 36
fib.
|18 Hampshire, Northampton....... 637 24 44 15 43 0 0 129 1,078 3,961 76 491 2,685 98 2 152 5 4,736 229 8 12 20^ 407.50 150 34 24
fi/.
fl9. Brockton.................................. 1,994 173 145 45 122 1 0 568 1,555 5,143 105 1,161 2,419 178 14 281 14 13,659 89 54 10 49,709.58 206 52 32
fl».
f20. Somerville................................. 2,690 225 236 79 180 1 0 924 1,108 5,081 81 1,451 2,576 83 44 133 5 31,083 24 9 15 21 *652.39 252 34 8 931
fl VJ.
121. Newton..................................... 1,903 198 59 15 113 0 0 493 1,195 4,227 34 423 3,196 64 15 97 7 19,068 16 11 3 18,408.00 246 38 13122. 1st So. Middlesex, Framingham 1,712 399 86 56 184 0 0 503 1,040 3,509 47 532 2,201 108 40 198 12 300 60 16 12 27,623.93 161 140 30
f21.
123. 2nd Plymouth, Hingham.......... 1,939 103 91 23 105 1 0 1,063 1,577 2,645 296 537 1,272 141 0 200 h 571 17 34 9 39*257.01 138 35
1 zz.
124. Central Berkshire, Pittsfield. . . 719 42 47 8 27 0 0 531 1,168 4,133 29 671 2|869 103 4 95 2 17,408 2 22 6 22,813 87 99 27
f24.
125. Central Middlesex, Concord. . . 840 102 27 19 32 2 1 212 674 3,645 27 245 2,980 110 0 103 4 1 ;032 51 9 2 10,736.00 78 30
f24.
126. 1st Bristol, Taunton................. 841 75 55 16 51 0 0 300 826 2,840 104 391 1,246 77 8 152 3 275 223 26 7 31,688.29 64 27 10
f2o.
127. 1 Jielsea..................................... 1,377 191 129 43 138 2 0 723 1,268 5,111 228 1,874 1,584 111 199 286 49 7,138 8 21 12 2L777.15 285 86128. Western Norfolk, Wrentham. . . 1,023 154 35 25 44 5 0 412 1,060 2,361 89 285 1,294 100 0 168 3 138 414 16 13 12|325.20 67 28 10
f2/.
f29. East Boston.............................. 907 83 245 103 94 0 0 560 865 9,546 91 768 7,837 46 20 161 26 60,663 27 22 8 23^ 925.59 117 42 9 6
J28.
f30. Brighton................................... 778 123 343 174 82 0 0 475 780 8,343 67 803 5,780 26 17 93 4 35,446 3 23 19 22*854.00 67 33 f zu.31. Chicopee................................... 175 12 21 12 16 0 0 74 749 2,043 33 360 1,189 104 47 120 16 1,793 4 28 18 18*070.30 98 8 f 50.132. Central No. Essex, Haverhill. . . 1,077 251 68 20 133 2 0 345 682 2,683 39 760 1,061 99 8 130 18 2,287 22 19 9 35,718.05 134 31
Z (
133. 1-th Bristol, Attleboro............... 717 89 32 9 35 0 0 202 906 1,828 57 160 524 76 1 108 0 466 9 16 12 18,326.00 47 11 J32.134. Brookline.................................. 1,561 160 87 21 159 2 0 357 602 6,810 62 300 5,807 17 0 142 0 58,387 2 4 1 18 796.13 73
f33.
135. ist So. Worcester, Webster. . . . 428 17 33 18 9 0 0 542 898 4,141 35 590 2; 796 80 44 99 2 1,932 4 8 11 15,812.66 98 42 7
f34.
136. Holyoke.................................... 542 40 48 22 49 0 0 106 774 2,897 33 774 1,351 131 59 121 20 13,975 0 8 3 16^ 507.20 148 33 1
f5o.
t37. Fitchburg.................................. 1,283 31 35 14 16 0 0 445 914 2,433 41 845 1,056 117 29 143 18 10,786 4 37 15 21 362.69 90 41
f30.
138. 1st Barnstable, Barnstable....... 1,050 59 56 4 21 0 0 384 1,410 5,092 91 1,517 2^ 315 192 0 148 3 2*117 27 35 18
3
25,088.55 46 11
JÒ7.
139. South Boston............................ 764 44 598 210 50 0 0 351 482 7,180 17 1,573 4,545 65 39 188 5 17,118 0 6 18 839 50 66 2 f5o.140. 1st No. Middlesex, Ayer........... 372 22 19 7 9 0 0 175 784 3,091 57 297 2,256 113 3 23 0 282 11 17 10
3
12 810 70 17 3 ]39.41. Franklin, Greenfield................. 376 12 25 12 10 0 0 524 1,250 1,862 21 275 1,082 59 0 112 29 1,994 2 21 1 .‘V223 00 17 f40.142. 1st No. Worcester, Gardner. . . . 521 61 16 5 6 1 0 413 811 1,411 25 477 534 59 3 93 7 5^ 483 224 21 4 lô'seo 76 29 9
zu 41.
43. Southern Norfolk, Stoughton.. 711 94 20 12 45 1 0 239 683 2,634 168 253 1,987 148 17 160 0 943 0 6 3 13 596.37 100 18
óy f42.
f44. Peabody.......... ......................... 555 20 38 25 39 0 0 161 454 2,092 60 325 1,154 68 14 63 0 4,982 6 4 2 5 90S 40 72 45.f45. West. Hampden, Westfield. . . . 503 35 30 13 24 1 1 70 1,009 2,501 15 235 1,950 64 0 94 10 4,043 1 5 12 23*472 30 83
f44.
46. 4th Plymouth, Wareham.......... 455 18 32 0 12 0 0 123 855 1,821 57 274 904 80 0 49 2 7 10 0 8 11114 50 40 f45.47. East. Essex, Gloucester........... 582 83 44 13 30 0 0 119 407 1,465 27 306 244 58 0 52 7 6,405 2 11 3 19*994 80 54
19 46.
48. 3rd Plymouth, Plymouth......... 729 97 44 15 30 0 0 204 718 1,390 40 260 644 87 0 154 5 3*023 21 5 4 9*794 59 42
74 47.
49. 1st East. Worcester, Westboro. . 274 46 18 7 1 1 . 0 111 372 2,302 30 150 1,778 73 0 70 7 0 692 4 7841 75 47 1-5
48.
50. Natick...................................... 471 34 16 7 27 1 0 140 305 2,158 40 178 1,688 100 0 23 7 359 0 6 3 5*900 00 38 18til. Marlboro.................................. 650 27 21 4 18 0 0 214 568 1,063 82 186 542 53 23 55 14 1,158 13 9 7 27*649 60 35 50.f52. 2nd East. Worcester, Clinton. . . 429 12 19 14 4 0 0 209 284 1,323 32 164 717 53 2 40 4 2,630 21 17 0 12061 15 62
09 21 f 51.
53. Leominster................................ 346 21 16 7 4 0 0 207 396. 1,609 23 264 607 44 2 68 2 1*145 9 21 5 15*317 15 47 f o2.f54. 2nd So. Worcester, Uxbridge. . . 213 32 16 9 6 0 0 72 209 479 14 74 227 22 0 32 0 489 U 2 4 9 595 50 53.55. East. Hampden, Palmer........... 201 21 13 1 12 0 0 75 708 1,370 16 118 1,044 54 0 34 2 613 6 6 3 8*249 00 34
52 t-54.
f56. 3rd So. Worcester, Milford.... 542 48 12 8 39 0 0 98 440 792 2 100 278 20 9 30 2 2,287 7 8 4 5*696 20 58
15 55.
57. Newburyport............................ 225 63 22 22 10 1 0 98 1,450 1,760 46 547 647 77 32 104 0 510 9 7 2 6*671 00 18 f 56.58. West. Worcester, E. Brookfield. 170 6 16 2 3 0 0 89 427 651 18 111 367 25 0
1
33 14 0 2 2 4*948 03 57.59. No. Berkshire, North Adams. . . 163 18 11 2 4 0 0 31 575 580 3 184 370 25 67 2 0 12 4 6*161 92 ‘>1 9 9 17 58.f60. Charlestown............................. 361 10 226 85 34 0 0 249 207 3,207 143 984 1,793 22 12 57 0 8*298 6 14 0
8
13*299 50 70
59.
61. 2nd Barnstable, Provincetown. . 539 56 22 12 22 0 0 245 712 1,451 12 385 560 74 0 37 0
3
*323 2 24 8 71 4 50 25
8 y 70 |60.
62. 2nd Essex, Amesbury............... 182 42 17 2 8 0 0 110 255 1,186 42 254 676 84 22 31 1,289 0 4 4 10*154 33 3 8 61.63. 4th Berkshire, Adams............... 91 9 5 3
1
3 0 0 32 476 655 8 58 509 21 0 32 0 *761 0 2 1 2^ 402.00 21 19 1
62.
64. Lee............................................ 89 1 2 4 0 0 16 291 1,314 11 73 1,116 34 0 27 0 115 1 1 0
3
3 987 30 965. So. Berkshire, Great Barrington. 184 24 15 11 3 0 0 35 388 760 10 100 452 21 2 40 6 225 0 6 4*756 33 8 64.66. 3rd Essex, Ipswich.................... 112 6 9 5 6 0 0 41 126 257 2 25 144 10 0 34 0 536 0 2 0 1 690 00 7 65.67. East. Franklin, Orange............. 135 24 0 0 1 0 0 38 167 220 0 40 77 15 0 25 0 0 1 0 0 2 420 00 10 66.68. East. Hampshire, Ware............ 83 15 5 1 4 0 0 20 195 258 5 42 143 10 0 17 0 408 0 1 2 •l * 60 00 3 Q 67.69. Williamstown............................ 47 4 2 2 3 1 0 6 182 795 9 23 675 16 0 23 0 460 0 1 1 2 895 00 68.70. Winchendon.............................. 29 4 1 0 0 0 0 7 53 354 24 101 105 45 0 18 3 25 0 0 0 *120 00 13 4
69.
71. Dukes, Edgartown.................... 59 0 1 0 0 0 0 25 283 253 14 54 96 15 3 8 0 0 0 2 0 5 037 00 2 Q72. Nantucket................................ 36 1 0 0 2 0 0 4 67 268 8 76 122 12 0 6 0 74 1 0 1 1,587.00 6 1 0 5 1 72.
TOTALS 88,263 8,512 10,281 3,337 5,562 73 13 33,388 79,238 537,957 5,111 56,099 208,923 6,400 1,871 11,199 734 996,585 5,853 1,351 666 1,966,577.74 10,679 2,676 1,277 19,740 16,279 I
fFull Time Courts.
• * Worcester: Six-man Civil Jury: Acts 1956, Ch. 738; Extended to July 1, 1964 by Acts 1931, Ch. 527 — July 1, 1982 thru June 30, 1963 — J>8g| disposed of 192; Pentlhig 294.
Six-man Criminal Jury: Acts 1961, Ch. 527, Effective until July 1, 1964. — Report July 1, 1962, thru June 30, 1963; cases entered 104, pending July 1, 1962 — 14, disposed of 107, pending July 1, 1963 - - 11. 
“Cambridge: Six-man Criminal Jury: Acts 1962, Ch. 457, Effective until July 1, 1964. — Report from Sept. 1, 1962 thru June 30, 1963: Defendants 254; disposed of 229; pending 25.
Inquests — 34.
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D istrict  C ourts
These courts did a splendid job in the year ending June JO, 1963, 
in disposing of cases transferred or remanded to them under the 
provisions of General Laws, Chapter 231, Section 102C, to a total 
of 9,740. This was over 600 more cases than the total received in the 
previous year and only 937 less than the cases received in the year 
now reported. In the cases disposed of were 2,676 cases tried, of 
which 1,277, or 47.8%, were retransferred to the Superior Court 
after trial. Original entries in the District Courts and trials therein 
broke all records. The increase in entries was 4,724 cases in a total 
of 88,263, exclusive of 10,677 cases transferred from the Superior 
Court. The removals increased by only 346 over the previous year’s 
figure of 5,562. In addition to the 2,676 transferred cases tried there 
were 8,512 civil trials in the district courts. All of these cases were 
tried by full-time judges who have become virtually circuit judges. 
On the criminal side the business of these courts has increased 
tremendously to about 338,000 cases in one year, of which over
31,000 represented an increase in automobile offenses. There was 
also an increase in serious offenses other than drunkenness and 
automobile offenses. Appeals to the Superior Court on offenses tried 
in the District Courts are less than 2%.
Unfortunately juvenile cases reached an all time high of 11,199, 
an increase of 1,445, or 14.8%. The National Institute of Mental 
Health conducted a study in the District Court of East Norfolk, 
hoping to develop dispositional classifications for juvenile delin­
quents. The Administrative Committee of the District Courts 
concludes its relation of the juvenile study by saying that the results 
“indicate in part that the child psychiatrists attached to the court 
clinic have the ability to predict among first offenders 3 out of 
4 boys who subsequently will return to court.” Most of what I say 
here is gleaned from the excellent report, as of December 1963, by 
the Administrative Committee of the District Courts. It represents 
much thought, effort and skill, and all of the committee members 
will vouch for the fact that the great contributor was their chairman, 
now the Chief Justice, Kenneth L. Nash.
The performance under the Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement 
of Support Act was extraordinary, nearing the two million dollar 
figure, and Judge Nash reports that spot-checks have indicated that 
close to 70 per cent of the money is paid to Massachusetts wives 
and children.
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B oston J u v en ile  C ourt
The pendulum has swung the other, the wrong, way, and the 
optimism expressed last year cannot be sustained. The total of all 
complaints is the highest in at least six years, viz., 1,119 up 233. 
The only good thing about these statistics is that the number of 
girls involved is lower than last year or the year before.
B o s t o n  J u v e n il e  C o u r t  S t a t is t ic s  
July 1, 1962 —June 30, 1963
COMPLAINTS
Boys Girls Totals
J u v e n il e s
Juvenile Criminal. ..........................................  11 0 11
Delinquent........... ...............................................  942 130 1,072
Wayward............. ...............................................  0 1 1
Totals........... ...............................................  953 131 1,084
Men Women Totals
.............................................. 17 10 27
No. oj
No. of Children
Complaints Represented
C h il d r e n  i n  N e e d  o f  C a r e  a n d  P r o t e c t i o n ................... 8
T o t a l  N u m b e r  o f  A l l  C o m p l a in t s :
Juvenile................................................................
Adult.............................................._.....................
Children in need of care and protection................
Total..............................................................
J u d ic ia l  D e t e r m in a t io n s  — 3,793 hearings 
(Judicial determinations include all matters concerning all cases that are brought 
for decision before the justice of the court: findings, dispositions, orders, and all changes 
in cases, such as custody arrangements, surrenders, and continuances for case reports.)
19
1,084
27
8
1,119
PENDING CASES AS OF JUNE 30, 1963
J u v e n il e s :
Boys........................................................
Girls........................................................
Totals..............................................
A d u l t s :
Men........................................................
Women....................................................
Totals..............................................
C h il d r e n  i n  N e e d  o f  C a r e  a n d  P r o t e c t io n
Individuals Complaints
320 368
52 53
372 421
21 22
21 21
42 43
48 24
462 488
N u m b e r  o f  C a s e s :
Juvenile..........................................................................
Adult......................................................... . • .........
Complaints of Children in Need of Care and Protection..
421
43
24
Total Pending Cases as of June 30, 1963 488


